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To Miss Mabel Eddy,
whose work, both in the class room and as preceptress,
has greatly helped and strengthened
those with whom she has come in contact,
this book is gratefully dedicated by
the Class of 1902.

Editor-in-Chief.

1.

ALPH

2.

ANDREW ANDERSON.

FAVILLE,

3. OLIVER WITHERBEE

8.

7.
ROYJONES,

4 . ELlZABETH CLARK,
5.

6.
FRANK SCHNELLER
9. JAMES COLE, Business

ROY MERRILL.
ELSIE WUNDERLICH.

Managers.

UNDERTAKING the publication of an annual our
aim has been to bring out the pleas·anter phases of
college life, coupled with such facts and scenes a may
be of interest in years to come.
With this end in view most of the literature is devoted to the
happening , trivial though they may be, which enter so largely into
every student's career and form the foundation for the sweetest memories of after life. Nothing has been done intentionally which would
injure the feelings of any, though of course it has been found necessary to mention all more or less. If you think you have more than
your share, by making application to the editors, you may have the
seeming injustice explained.
The remainder of the book is intended to erve as an accurate
record of the various college departments and organizations.
With these few words of introduction, we leave the readers to
form their own opinions as to the merits of the book.
BOARD OF EDITORS,
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CALENDAR.
1901-1902.
Examination for the Fall Term,
Fall Term of fourteen weeks begins
Sophomore Exhibition,
Winter Vacation of two weeks begins

Winter Term of twelve weeks begins
Day of Prayer for Colleges,
Senior Exhibition,
Junior Exhibition,
Spring Vacation for one week begins

Tuesday, September
Wednesday, September
Tuesday, December
Wednesday, December

10
11
10
18

Thursday, January 2
'Thursday, January 30
Tuesday, January 28
Tuesday, March 11
Wednesday, March 26

Spring Term of eleven weeks begins
Wednesday, April 2
Sub-Freshman Exhibition,
Saturday, June 14
Commencement Love-Feast,
Sunday, June 15
Baccalaureate Sermon,
Sunday, June 15
Address before the Religious Societies,
Sunday, June 15
Prize Rhetorical Exhibition,
Monday, June 16
Meeting of Joint Board of Trustees and Visitors, '
Tuesday, June 17
Exhibition by Musical Department,
Tuesday, June 17
Reunion of the Literary Societies,
Wednesday, June 18
Reunion of Alumni Association,
Wednesday, June 18
Commencement,
Thursday, June 19
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APPLETON FROM SULPHITE TOWER.
OBSERVATORY AND PRESIDENT'S HOOSE.
CAMPUS FROM NORTHWEST CORNER,

F'OX RIVER.
PULP WOOD.
NORTH COLLEGE WALK,

President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Secretary and General Agent
Treasurer, Appleton

L.

M. ALEXANDER,
HON. N.
. GIFFIN, A. M.,
GEO. F. PEABODY,
REV. J. S. DAVIS, D. D.,
REV, A. J MEAD, B. D.,

TRUSTEES.
TERM EXPIRES 1901.
REV. HENRY COLMAN, A. M., D D.,
H. P. MAGILL.
HON . T. B. DUNSTAN,
REv. J. S. DAVIS, A. M., D. D,
HON. IRA B. BRADFORD,
*L. J.
ASH, A . M.,
W.W. COOPER,
JOHN McNAUGHTON, HON . W. H. HATTON,

Milwaukee
La Crosse
Hancock, Mich
Appleton
Augu ta
Manitowoc
Kenosha
Appleton.
New London

TERM EXPIRES 1902.

Neenah
Horicon
Milwaukee
Fond du Lac
Kaukauna
- Appleton
Marinette
Appleton

J. A. KIMBERLY,
A. J. RICH,
L. M. ALEXANDER,
HON. N. C. GIFFIN, A. M,
N. H. BROKAW, A. M.,
GEO. F . PEABODY,
HON. ISAAC STEPHENSON,
*JAMES S. REEVE, A. M., M. D.,

TERM EXPIRES 1903

Appleton
Appleton
Racine
Milwaukee
Waupun
Milwaukee
Appleton
Wausau

CHARLES G. ADKINS,
REV. A. J. MEAD, B. D,
HERBERT E. MILES, A. M . ,
HON THEOBALD OTJEN A. M.,
E. M. BEACH,
JOHN H. VAN DYKE, GEO. W. JONES,
*HON. W. H. MYLREA, A. B.,
*Alumni Trustee
Ueccased .
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VISITORS
TERM EXPIRES 1901.
REV. F. A. PEASE (Wis. Conf.),

Wausau

REV. G. H. TREVER, PH. D., D. D. (Wis. Conf.),

Milwaukee

REV. E. C. DIXON, A. M. (West Wis. Conf.),

Barron

REV. F. H . WRIGHT (West Wis. Conf.),

Rome, Italy

TERM EXPIRES 1902.
REV. W. J. McKAY, D. D. (West Wis. Conf.),

La Crosse
Des Moines, Iowa

REV. A. B . STORMS, A . M . (West Wis. Conf.),
REV. J. E. FARMER, D. D . {Wis. Conf.),

Appleton

REV. D. C. JOHN, D. D . (Wis. Conf ),

Milwaukee

TERM EXPIRES 1903.
REv. ENOCH PERRY (Wis. Conf.),

Whitewater

WILLIAM LARSON (Wis. Conf.),

Green Bay

REV. A . E. SMITH (West vVis. Conf.),

Martin town

REV. JOHN HAW (West Wis. Conf.),

Hammond

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

C. G. ADKINS,

REV. SAMUEL PLANTZ, PH. D . , D. D.,
REV. J. S. DAVIS, D . D . ,
REV. A. J . MEAD, B. D.,

GEO. W. JONES,
JAS. S . REEVE, A. M., M. D.,

GEO. F. PEABODY,

REV. J. E. FARMER, D. D.,
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N. H. BROKAW, A. M.

In Memoriam.

NORMAN H. BROKAW.
)857-1900.

~Faculty.~
REV. SAMUEL PLANTZ, PH. D., D. D.,
President and Paine Memorial

Pn,.fessor o.f Ethics and Christian Evidences.

CHARLES W. TREAT, A. M.,
Vice-President and Philetus Sawyer Professor o.f Physics and Chemistry.

ELLSWORTH D. WRIGHT, A. B., PH. D.,
Lee Claflin Professor o.f the Latin Language and Literature.

REV. HENRY LUMMIS, D. D.,
Professor o.f Creek Language and Literature.

DEXTER P. NICHOLSON, M. S.,
Alumni Professor of Natural History and Biology.

FREEMAN A. HAVIGHORST, A. M., S. T. B.,
D. C. Ormsby Memorial Professor of History and Political Science.

PETER W. JENKINS, A. M.,
Pro.lessor of Mathematics and Astromomy and Director o.f the Observatory.

REV. EMANUEL GERECHTER,
Professor o.f Hebrew and German.

MABEL EDDY,
Preceptress and Instructor o.f German and French.

ALMA BLOUNT, A. B., PH. D.,
Professor o.f English Literature.
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MARY PETERSON,
Instructor

in Elocutionand Physical Culture.

CORA CROWE, B. S.,
Registrar and Instructor in Science.

EDWARD J. FILBEY,
Tutor in Latin.

ISABEL PETERSON,
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory.

ALPHEUS FA VILLE,
Assistant in Biological Laboratory.

MRS. ELLA M. BOTTENSEK,
Instructor in Painting and Drawing.

JOHN SILVESTER,
Director, Professor of Piano Forte, Organ, Harmony.

HARRY HEARD,
Professor oJ Vocal Music.

CHARLES BRUNOVER,
Instructor of Stringed Instruments.

ZELIA A. SMIMH, M. S.,
Librarian.

OLIVER P. DELAND,
Professor of Book-keeping, Commercial
Commercial Law.

Arithmetic and

ERNA ZIMMERMAN,
Instructor in Stenography and Typewriting .
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Perry

W.

Jenkins, A. M.

We were all glad when Professor Jenkins came to our college, but we would
have extended our bands of welcome s till 111ore readily, had we known what his
presence was to mean to the University.
He is a many-sided man, a clear instructor in the recitation, an enthusiastic
spirit in athletics, and an earnest worker in the christian association.
Professor Jenkins is a native of Indiana, and graduated from the Miami State
University at Oxford, Ohio, where he bad distinguished himself as a debater.
It was in this university that he became a member of the Delta Kappa Epsilom
fraternity and obtained his degree of Master of Arts.
Since his graduation he has been instructor in mathematics in Sweatwater
Military College, Tenn., Simpson College, Iowa, and at Amity College, Iowa, at
which, for a few months, he acted as temporary president.
He took special work in Columbia University in 1899-1900, from which be came
to Lawrence to accept the position of professor of Mathematics and Astronomy
and director of the observatory .

Miss Mary

Peterson.

Miss Mary Ramage Peterson, was one of Iowa's centennial gifts. After leaving the city high school she attended North-Western University at Evanston, Ill.
She studied under Professor Comnock from 1895-8 ; under Isabel Garghill
Beecher, 1 98-'9, and became a teacher of Elocution and Physical Culture in Western College, Toledo, Iowa, 1899-1900.
Miss Peterson came to Lawrence last fall, and elocution is rapidly progressing
under her direction. There are perhaps more students interested in elocution
since her coming than ever before in the history of the University.

Miss

Cora Crowe, B. S.

Miss Cora Crowe, who has alway belonged to the Badger State, received both
her preparatory and college education at Lawrence University.
Her literary attainments are of a superior character, as the fact, that during
her college course, sbe won the University, Tichenor and second Lewis prizes, and
took first honors in her class in both Junior and Senior years, will tes tify.
She ha been a teacher in Science and Mathematics in the high schools of New
Richmond and Wausau, and in the autumn of 1900 accepted a position among us as
Registrar and Instructor in Science.
Miss rowe excels as a teacher, and her pure and upright character under all
circum tances is an inspiration to the Christian student.

Miss

Alma Blount,

A. M., Ph.

D.

Miss Alma Blount is the second jewel which Illinois has contributed to the
crown of our University. As a student of literature she is destined to be known to
the literary world.
Her intellectual ability and high standing in her line is attested by the fact
that she received a scholarship in English Philology in Cornell University in 1895,
and a fellowship in the same branch the following year.
She obtained her degree of Bachelor of Arts at Wheaton, Ill., and of Doctor of
Philosophy at Cornell.
Miss Blount has been an instructor in English at Wheaton College and at
Western Reserve, and when she was called to Lawrence it was to serve in a
similar capacity.
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PETERSON

JENKINS .

CROWE .

BLOUNT,

THE HIRAM A. JONES MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
~HE returning Alumnus and the ight-seeing tourist will, in
future years, not fail to visit the old Latin room in the southwest corner of University Hall. It is the same room and
yet not the ame. It has undergone a process of change ; it
is now the Latin Seminary. The old-time benche have disappeared, the rusty steam-pipes are no more, everything ugly and unsightly has vanished as by magic.
The hand of the artist evidently has been at work here to make a
charming retreat- the favorite haunt of the muses. Busts of ancient
Roman worthies are much in evidence; there a r e photographs, medallions, and books galore. In the center of this well-lighted, commodious
room are study-tables with lockers for the use of the privileged student,
and at one ide, giving an impression of coziness and comfort, a fireplace with a mantel of classic design. This is the home of the Hiram
A. Jones Memorial Library.
It is nearly three years since the inception of the purpose to secure
a proper library equipment in the Latin department for the use of Lawrence students. The fi rst substantial progress was made by a benefit
lecture which netted a goodly sum for the treasury of the fund. Then
Mr. Samuel A. Jon es ( all honor to the noble-hearted man! ) comes forward with a gift of one thousand dollars. The alumni and friends of
Professor Jone and the University propose to round out the um of two
thousand dollars.
Profes or Hiram A. Jones, in whose honor the library is founded,
by his faithful and devoted service to the College during the remarkably
long period of forty-four year , greatly endeared himself to the hearts
of all the sons and daughters of Old Lawrence. His name and influence are the special inheritance of the Latin Department and will ever
be cherished in our m idst. What more fitting and more enduring,
what more beneficient memorial could be establi bed ! The friends of
the honored Professor may appropriate the words of Horace :

f

!

Exegi monumentum aere perennius
R egalique situ pyramidum alti us.

The books of the library have been carefully selected a n d will include works in the followi ng classe : Sets of Period icals, Lexicons,
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Biographical Works, Political History of Rome, History of Roman
Literature, Geography, Topography, Antiquities ( including private
life and religion) , Mythology and Art, Architecture, Numis matics,
Paleography, Inscriptions, Etymology, Synonym , Language Study,
Comparative Philology, Grammars, Pedagogical Works, Composition,
Latin Authors. Under the last entry will be included all the best annotated editions of all the Latin authors of the classical period. The
room is to be used by those college students that pursue the study of
Latin beyond the Freshman year.
In past years Lawrence has sent out many fine teachers of Latin
and the demand for Latin teachers is to be still greater in the future,
if the statistic ent out from Washington have any meaning. A recently published report of the Commissioner of Education shows that
for the period of eight years under consideration, the number of Latin
students in the high schools of the country increased 174 per cent, or,
in other words, increased more than twice as fast as the number of
high school scholars. It is a matter of rejoicing that such fine facilities for study as the new library equipment affords, are to be at the
service of Lawrence students- not only of tho e who are seeking an
education for purposes of general culture, but also of those that are
desirous of special preparation with the intention of entering the
teaching profession.
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Alexander Gymnasium .
HEN a request is made for aid in building and equipping a
gymnasium one occasionally still bears the time-honored
joke, "the best piece of apparatus for exercise is the
buck saw in a woodshed gymnasium." As early a 1771
President Wheelock, of Dartmouth, recommended that
the students "turn the course of their diversions and
exercises for their health to the practice of some manual arts, or cultivation of gardens and other lands at the proper hours of leisure." His
philosophy worked as poorly then as it does in the present. For we see
in 1826 Harvard start the movement that has proven one of the greatest blessings that has been bestowed upon the young men of our
schools-the establishment of the college gymnasium.
We do not have to look back many years to the time when the student, in open defiance of nature's laws, hut himself up through the
long winter months in a poorly ventilated room with one, two or even
three room mates, a red hot stove and a smoking lamp, making entire
ablutions in a twelve inch basin, there to grow thin chested and pale
cheeked. These conditions could but lead to ennui and despondency,
and as a natural result to inferior class work.
The demand to-day is for fresh air and good light, and exercises
that will employ the muscles in such a manner as to bring the whole
body into play, and that to the best advantage in the least possible
time consistent with tbe object. Our latter day student has little
time or inclination to walk six or seven miles, and returning, saw and
split a half cord of wood in order to keep up his physical strength.
Lawrence has long felt the need of a good gymnasium, but the
many appeals she has made have been unheeded, until within the last
yea·r friends have nobly come to her assistance, and with the opening of
another college year we expect to see a beautiful building occupying
the plot of ground between the Observatory and Science Hall.
The building will be modern in all its appointments. On the first
floor the locker room for the young men will contain two hundred and
sixty lockers, and that for the young women will have one hundred
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and fifty. There will be a goodly supply of shower baths as well as
a plunge. Here will be found the bowling alley, foot-ball and measuring rooms.
On the second floor will be the office of the physical director, the
apparatus room and the main hall. This latter will be sixty by ninetysix feet, with semi-circular ends and a thirty foot ceiling. It will afford
ample room for class drills, basket ball or, when the cage is lowered,
space for base ball practice. This room will be the pride of every loyal
Lawrence youth. At the height of another floor this hall will be encircled by a running track that will afford twenty laps to a mile.
On the third floor will be the office and assembly room of the Y . M.
C. A., while in the rear will be a trophy room, where will be stored the
many banners and cups that are now awaiting our conquest.
A physical director will be secured who will have charge of the
class drills, and will train teams in special lines of athletics. The result will be that not only will Lawrence come to the front in athletic
sports, but the influence of sy tematic care of the bodies of the tudents
will be felt in every department of the University. Large numbers
of young men who would otherwise enter other colleges will find a home
under the shadow of "Old Glory."
We hall close this sketch with "three cheers and a tiger" for the
honorable President of our board of trustees, Mr. L . M. Alexander,
through whose munificence this building is made possible. His will
be the name above the portal. He has won the hearts of all the student by his open-handed generosity.
P. W. J.
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Our
I

College

1

,

l.

GROVER.
VOSS.
SULLIVAN .

BARBER,

PEDLEY.
WINSLOW.

VERITY.

NASH.

WOOD .

MOTT
BRTGRT ,
STANSBURY.

Senior Class.
Officers .
President- GEORGE STANSBURY,
Vice-President-ELIZABETH MOTT,
Secretary- HENRIETTA FULLER,
Treasurer-PHILLIP DENOYER,
Marshal-CLAUDE COLE,
Chaperon- LOUISA COLLIER.

--<. --<.
COLORS - PINK AND MAROON.

--<. --<.

Members- Modern Classical.
ALICE NASH,

LOUISA COLLIER,

CLAUDE COLE,

ROBERTS BRIGHT,

ELSIE BOTTENSEK,

RICHARD PEN GILLY,

HENRIETTA FULLER,

RALPH VOSS.
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Ancient Classical.
CHARLOTTE WOOD,
ELIZABETH WOOD,
ELIZABETH MOTT,
FRANK PEDLEY,
GEORGE BARBER,
GEORGE STANSBURY,
PHILLIP DENOYER,
RALPH THOMAS,
WALTER VERITY.

Scientific.
BERT PRIDE,
DANIEL SULLIVAN,
EDWARD FILBEY,
EDNA GROVER,
FORREST KELLOGG,
FRANK TOUTON,
GUY CRUMP,
KARL STANSBURY,
MARGARET WINSLOW.
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COLL YER.
FILJJEY.
PENGlLLY.
COLE.

CRU MP.

STANSBURY.
FOLLER.
BOTTEN SEK.

PRIDE,

TOUTON.

WOOD,
KELLOGG.
DENOYER .
TROMAS,

HE CLASS OF 1901. Ah, ill the day, sad the hour that my poor
pen is called upon to relate its history, that my futile hand is used
to tell its glory. Oh Muse, fair patroness of the joyous art of
letters, get strong and be with me now, as I tell of the meteoric
career of this band ; as I relate the deeds of Bright, and "Kid"
Stans., of the Jove-like Denoyer, of my fair sisters, and all of us
who for four long years have walked in that fierce light which
beats upon the great, with ne'er a flaw in our good front, or a misstep on the rocky
road. That rocky road, I say, which leads from the amen corners of the chapel
where we made our first appearance, to the front row where we sit in the gaze of
all, apparently unconscious of envious eyes. Ah. that road! As we think of it we
now laugh and again we weep, and as we approach its end, where we must run ,
jump and leap into the dark beyond, it is but just that we be allowed to recount the
events of the way, and tell the tale of the road.
Away yonder on the brow of that verdant hill is our beginning. There in the
fall of '97 we met like Chaucer's pilgrims, looked one another over and saw that all
was well. Better acquaintance confirmed our first suspicions, and, having atisfied ourselves, we set about to prove that fact to others more blind than we. That
year Haefner's hat was hung upon the dome, and freshmen helped in the dark
deed That year we had our sleigh ride, famed in song and story. A ride such as
ne ' er was seen since the birth of time, nor will its like be seen again, for in a short
time we will be gone, we the doers of such deeds. That year we sent some men to
singe Spain's beard, and your Uncle Samuel knows good men when he sees them,
so he kept "Old Bob'' Wescott, who now wears the blue of the regular service.
Our Sophomore year was given over to winning honors and taking falls out of
'99. Which class, strong in nerve and numbers, thought themselves much, and so
they were, till they struck us who were more, and we hum bled them, and dragged
their colors in the dust, yea, the wet dust of humiliating defeat. One would perhaps think that such Herculean tasks would have fagged our spirit and quenched
our ardor, but not so, kind reader, not so. With zeal unabated, with ardor unquenched, we swept through our Junior year like a mighty wind. As warriors
fierce for the fray were we, the unparalleled, the awful. Like Hector on the plains
of Troy we strode up and down looking for some one to destroy. Nineteen Hun·
dred was too weak for such as we to tackle, so we sighed in vain for new worlds to
conquer and turned our attention to winning honors. We have the proud record
of having taken more honors than any other clas that ever entered Lawrence.
And now our road is up here on these glorious heights, sun kissed, snow capped.
They tower in majesty toward heaven, swathed in the delight of undying glory.
My hand wearies, my brain reels in the telling. And really there is scarce
need of it. Our record speaks for itself, brazen throated it calls to all like a Muezzin at the time of prayer.
Now the time has come when this pleasant anchorage must be left and we must
et sail for strange seas. The class which has long guided you will oon guide you
no more; but back of us we have left a record that he who runs may read. So
press on, children, press on. Try to do as we have done, and as we end, so be numbered among the great.
,. -
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Junior Class.
Color-Yale

Bh.1e.

YELL.

H al-li-bel-lu, H al-li-bel-lu,

Rick-i-ty, Rack-i-ty, Rack-i-ty-ru,
Ha l-li-bel-ltt, H al-li-bel-lu,
Hurrah for the class of Nineteen-two!

Officers.
P resident-FRANK SCHNELLER,
Secretary- ISABEL PETERSON,
Vice-Pres. - FLORENCE NfCOLLS,
Treasurer-OLIVER W I THERBEE,
Marshal- FRED HARRIS.

Members- Ancient Classical.
FRED HARRIS,
ALBERT PHILIPSON,
DELBERT LEAN,
BERT RICHARDSON,
GEORGE McINNIS,
MAX SCHOETZ,
OLIVER WITHERBEE.

Modern Classical.
ANDREW ANDERSON,
ROY MERRILL,
ESTELLE BARRETT,
FLORENCE NI OLLS,
ADA BEVERIDGE,
ALTA OLSON,
ELIZABETH CLARK,
ADA SAECKER,
FRANK SCHNELLER,
JAMES COLE,
KATE GOCHNAUER,
ELSIE WUNDERLICH,

Scientific.
ARCHIE BENNETT,
ALPHEUS FA VILLE,
ROY JONES,

ISABEL PETERSON,
BERTHA TILLOTSON,
CARRIE TOUSLEY.
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,

Sophomore Class.
YELL.

Hi,

Yu, Hi Yu,
Rip, Ralt, Roar,
L. U., L. U., Soph-o-more.
Colors- P urple and Gold.

Officers.
CADDY SMITH
ARTHUR HANSEN
MABEL ROGER
- JOSEPH BRANT

PRESIDENT,
VICE-PRESIDENT,
SECRETARY,
TREASURER

Members- Ancient Classical.
Albert H. Johnstone,
Laura Lummis,
Robert McKimm,
Albert W. Walch.

Grace Atkinson,
Lavern Brooks,
Ethel M. Crowe,
Don E. Giffin,

Mode rn Classical.
Theophil Albert,
Amy Aplin,
William A. Balgie,
Joseph G. Brant,
Charles Cole,
Will B. Daniels,
Tirza Din dale,
Robert N. Filbey,
Arthur W. Hansen,
R. Percy Hutton,
Isabel Harvey,

William B. Young,

Joseph H. Martin,
Fannie K. Mitchell,
Frances D. Radford,
Daisy Rogers,
Mabel Rogers,
Marie Sanford,
Millie Wambold,
Henry A. Waste,
Anna Webber,
Mabel Wolter,
Milton B. Wescott.

Scientific.
Frank W. Court,
Eugene C. Smith,
Effie L. Collier,
Frank H. DuCray,
George P. White,
John J. Zielke.
George N. Lamb,
36

F reshman Class.
Colo rs- R e d and

White.

Boom-a-lacka, boom-a-lacka
Sis! boom ! ba!!
' 04 Freshmen,
U ! rah! rah!

OFFICERS.
GUY GOODSELL
GRACE BENNET T
FRANCI S NASH
WILLIAM McGI LL IVRA Y
HERBERT P ECK

PRESIDENT,
VICE-PRESIDENT,
SECRETARY,
TREASURER,
MARSHAL,

MEMBERS.

Music.
E L OISE GARDNER,

BLANCHE GOODENOUGH,

JESSIE ANDERSON.

Modern Classical.
FRANCES NIMITS,
EVA OZANNE ,
ANNA PECK,
HERBERT PECK,
GRACE POTTER,
ROSE ROEMER,
ARTHUR RODERMUND,
WILL STERN ,
SARAH SYLVE TER,
ALICE STEVENS,
GUY TASKER,
RUTH TAYLOR,
BINA TOUSLEY,
JOH TURNER,
BERNICE W ARNER,
EDITH WHITE,
RHODA W IRTH,
HELEN WIGGINS,
ANNA WILSON .

JESSIE ARMS,
A L BERTA AMES,
GEORGE ATKINSON ,
GRACE BENNETT,
OROMEL BIGELOW,
GRACE BOCK,
ALLEN BOYDEN,
I A CATES,
CASSIE COLE,
H . GUY GOODSELL,
ROBERT GRANT,
CALLA GUYLES,
MAY JENKINS ,
ROY KETCHAM,
HERMAN KNUDSON,
WILMA LEGLER,
ADELE LUTHER,
WILLIAM McGILLIVRAY ,
STELLA MICHELSTETTER,
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Ancient Classical.
PAUL BENJAMIN,
FREDERICK BENNETT,
HENRY CHATTERSON,
MABELLE FIELD,
ARTHUR FLUNO,
WILL HOL TEIN,
FRANCIS NASH,
EDNA REXFORD,
ATHOL ROLLINS,
HUGO SEIDEL,
HONOR STAIR,
JENNIE STEVENS,
ALEXANDER TODOROFF,
MAY VAUGHAN,
CLARENCE WALES.

Scientific.
ANTON ANDERSON,
JOHN BABCOCK,
ALBERT BLOSSEY,
ERWIN DAWLEY,
DORA EDWARDS,
GEORGE GILMORE,
HERBERT HARKER,
HARRIET HI LL,
ARCHIE HURD,
ADALYN JAMES,
JOHN KEETON,
LYNN McCULLEY,
ROSS MILLER,

LUMAN ROACH
NELLIE ROGERS
EDWARD SMITH
ALBERT SIEKMAN
WILLIAM SMART
GENEVIEVE SOUTHER
HAROLD THOMPSON
ORVILLE TOMKINS
CHARLES TAY LOR
E. A. TIFT
OLA WARD
ZOE WOLCOTT
BEA TRICE ZIMMERMAN
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34594

THE ACADEMY.

Preparatory Department.
Adolf Albert,
Ernest W. Ames,
John T . Farmer,
Chester J . Felio,
Eva Fluno,
George W Fry,
William Gates,
Lillie J. Gilbertson,
Chael Gochnauer,
Stella Goodenow,
Mary Hansis,
Edward B. Heisler,
Helena Illig,
Phil. H. Johnson,
Charles B. Melby,
Edith E. Orvis,
Theda Patten,
James H. Paul,
George A. Rasmussen,
Eugene G. Rexford,
H. S. Ritchie,
Ben. H . Russell,
Edna Saecker,
Winnie V. Schmoyer,
Henry A. Wyman,
Jay H. Bradish,
Katherine L. Buckland,
Mary Davis,
Ruth Davis,
Mabel Dunham,
Jennie Evans,
E.W. Ford,
Lee Gridley,
Ruth Harwood,
Stewart E. Hicks,
H . Raymond Hopkins,
Warren Hutchinson,
Charles F. Karnopp,
Otto E. Lay,
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Rebecca Me:Farland,
Arthur D. McGaha,
John G. McNitt,
Bessie L. Newell,
Marie Peter on,
Flora Seefeld,
Chalkley Slack,
Pearl Smith,
Elma Snyder,
Grace Stimson,
Evalyn Toll,
W. Raleigh Wescott,
Mame Whitman,
Theo. Wunderlich,
Florence Wood,
Adillon Andrus,
Jennie Barclay,
J . W . Benton,
William Braatz,
Eva Bradish,
Margien Denoyer,
Harvey J . Haskins,
Maude Hill,
James Jensen,
William Kaufmann,
Mabel Kuehmsted,
N. S. Mclnnis,
Mrs. Minnie Mclnnis,
Katherine Ming,
Ernest B. Ralph,
Margaret Roberts,
Homer J. Rynders,
. S. Salisbury,
Charles H. Sanders,
Edna Smith,
James A. Stimson,
A. L. Tucker,
D. D. Williams,
Kenelm Winslow.

Specials.
Arthur Bartels,
Burr Beachel,
Nellie Buckland,
Mary Blossey,
Mrs. J. H. Chatterson,
Louie Chilson,
Marie Decker,
Adam J. Gates,
C. H. Jaquith,
Matilda Lay,
Mattie McMillan,
Eleanor M. Miller,
Maude Moore,
Mabel L. Munson,
Howard G. Patton,

Roy C. Pride,
Mabel Sackett,
W. Anton Siebenthal,
E. F. Smith,
Shirley Switzer,
Anna L. Tenney,
Henry Thiel,
Leila Thompson,
S. J. Tink,
Nina Van Nest,
H. C. Verbeck,
Hattie Verity,
Bernice Warner,
Georgiene Whorton.
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Faculty.

JOHN SIL VESTER,
Director,
Professor o.f Piano Forte;
Organ; Harmony.

HARRY HEARD,
Professor o.f Voice Culture.

CHAS. BRUNOVER,
Instructor o.f Mandolin.

MARY PETERSON,
I11str11ctor in Elocution
and Delsarte.

ELLA BOTTENSEK,
Instructor in Drawing
and Painting.

CHAR.LES BRVNOVER.
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Musical Department.
V ocal Students.
Sadie cN amee,
Eleanor Miller,
Clara Moyle,
Nita Michelstetter,
Frances Nimits,
Lydia Rew,
Bert Richardson,
August P. Ruh,
Sarah Silvester,
Edna Saecker,
William Schultz,
Carrie Tousley,
Ola Ward,
Harold Warner,
Elizabeth Zick.

Eva Ame,
Lillian Bailey,
Fred Bennett,
Lavern W. Brooks,
Pearl Barne ,
Guy Crump,
Lillie Gilbertson,
Edna Grover,
Isabel Harvey,
Percy Hutton,
Albert Johnstone,
William Kamps,
Ira Lee,
Delbert Lean,
Mabel Munson,

Piano Students.
Anna Martin,
Eleanor Miller,
Clara Moyle,
Cora Muehl,
Blanche Olson,
Harry Pride,
Helen Schmidt,
Pearl Smith,
Alice M. Stevens,
Nina Van Nest,
Estelle Van Zande,
Nina H. Wallen,
Harold Warner,
Mary Wells,
Anna Wilson,

Jessie P. Ander on,
Lillian Bailey,
Inez Decker,
Eloise Gardner,
Winnifred Godshall,
Blanche L. Goodenough,
Maude Hill,
Roxy M. Horkman,
Nettie M. Jame ,
Nellie Jones,
Zettelle Kreiss.
Mabel Kuehmsted,
Agnes Latton,
Matilda Lay,
Wilma Legler,
Mabel Wolcott.
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Mandolin, Guitar and Banjo Students.
Arthur Rodermund,
Joseph Roemer,
Daisy Rogers,
Connie Schmidt,
Herman Schoettler.
Frank Sch uldes,
Will Schuldes,
Robert Schwandt,
Ida Shubrig,
H. W. Tuttrup,
Anna Walters,
Mame Whitman,
Rhoda Wirth,
Clara Witthuhn,
Lydia Witthuhn,
Walter Witthuhn,
Robert Wolter,
Clara Zielke,
Ida Zielke.

Andrew Anderson,
Willie Diedrich,
George Fisher,
Bessie Fountain,
Lee Gridley,
Ru sh Halladay,
Ruth Harwood,
Carrie Himebaugh,
Al. Krugmeier,
Mrs. Al. Krugmeier,
Allie Lammel,
Henry Lang,
Matilda Lang,
Carl Lang,
Gertrude Lippert,
Mrs. H. L. Lippert,
Eva Laux,
Clara Laux,
Marion Morgan,
Howard Packard,

ART DEPARTMENT.
Estelle Barrett,
Mrs. Bennett,
Annette Buchanan,
Fern Briggs,
Mrs. J. H. Farmer,
Ida Gallagher,
Mrs. R. Harker,
Wilma Legler,

Matilda Lay,
Nita Micbelstetter,
Eleanor Miller,
Mrs. C. B. Pride,
Flora Seefeld,
Grace Snyder,
Rose Stelling,
Edna Zonne.

ELOCUTION DEPARTMENT.
George F. Barber,
Paul Benjamin,
William Bratty,
Claude Cole,
Fred Harris,
R. Percy Hutton,
May Jenkins,
Roy Jone ,
Mattie Layer,
Laura Lummis,
Richard Pengilly,

Albert Phillipson,
N. Bert Richardson,
Ada Saecker,
Marie Sanford,
Max Schoetz,
Frank J. Schneller.
Daniel Sullivan,
Evalyn Toll,
Bina Tousley,
Frank C. Touton,
John J. Zielke.
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MEMBERS.
Burr Beachel,
Herbert Peck,
W. Hutchinson,
Oromel Bigelow,
M. B. Wescott,
Francis J . Na h,
Frank C. Schneller,
S. D. Switzer,
A. H. Johnstone,
Fred Harris,
Chas. Cole,
L. L . Holford,
Ben Russell,
Claude Cole,
A. Boyden,
Forrest E. Kellogg,
George P. White.

Roy Merrill,
Delbert Lean,
A. Faville,
Don E. Giffin,
L. A. Brooks,
A. P. Anderson,
N. B. Richardson,
A. Phillip on,
R. Pengilly,
Bert Pride,
Guy Crump,
G. J. Stansbury,
Walter Verity,
Max Schoetz,
Adam Gates,
William Gates,
R. Wescott,
A . D. Andrus,
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Members of Philalathean.
SENIORS.
Ralph Tborna ,
George Barber,
Phill ip Denoyer,
Frank Touton,
Edward Filb y,
Ralph Vos,
Daniel ullivan,
Frank Pedley.

JUNIORS.
Archie Bennett,
Jame Cole,
Oliver Witherbee.

SOPHOMORES.
Theophil Albert,
Percy Hutton,
Jo eph Brant,
George Lamb,
Will Daniels,
Jo eph Martin,
Frank DuCray,
Albert Wal h,
Robert Filbey,
Henry Wa te,
Arthur Hansen,
William Young,
John Zielke.

FR.ESH MEN.
Anton Ander on,
Archie Hurd,
George Atkinson,
John Keeton,
John Babcock,
Ro
Miller,
Albert Blos ey,
Arthur Rodermund,
Henry Chatter on,
Will terns,
Erwin Dawley,
William Smart,
Charles Taylor,
Arthur Fluno,
G orgc Gilmore,
Guy Tasker,
John Turner.
Guy Goodsell,

PR.EPARATOR. Y.
Adolf Albert,
Ernest Ame,
Charles Melby,
Herbert Ritchie,

Jay Bradish,
Charles Karnopp,
Otto Lay,
Samuel Sali bury.
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Philalathean

BARBER,
FILBEY.

w·

Inter-Society Debaters.

e
f )900
rs O
.

WITHERBEE,
HANSEN.
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Members of Demosthenean.
FRED BENNETT,
G. A. RA MUSSEN,
WILL BRAATZ,
L. S. ROACH,
J. T. FARMER,
A. W. ROSENBOROUGH,
G. W. FRY,
HOMER RYNDERS,
S. E. HICKS,
A. C. SIEKMAN,
R. H. HOPKINS,
E. P. SMITH,
J. McNITT,
ALEX. TODOROFF,
E. B. RALPH,
J. C. WALES,
S. ZENTNER.
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~MEMBERS.~
Anna Peck,
Eva Ames,
Edna Grover,
May Vaughn,
Anna Webber,
Hattie Verity,
Clara Moyle,
Mrs. Chatterson,
Helena Illig,
May Hansis,
Bessie Mott,
Alta Olson,
Jennie Evans,
Ada Evans,
Evalyn Toll,
Eva Ozanne,
Grace Bennett,

Ola Ward,
Grace Atkinson,
Louisa Collier,
Effie Collier,
Miss Bailey,
Agnes Latton,
Elma Snyder,
Eleanor Miller,
Matilda Lay,
Harriet Hill,
Bessie Newell,
Alberta Ames,
Lydia Rue,
Jennie Barclay,
Grace Potter,
Zoe Wolcott,
Elva Fluno,
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Genevieve Souther,
Edith White,
Edith Orvis,
Frances Nimits,
Wilma Legler,
Jessie Anderson,
Mary Blossey,
Dora Ed wards,
Margien Denoyer,
Winnie Schmoyer,
Amy Aplin,
Ruth Taylor,
Theda Patton,
Rose Appleton,
Nellie Jones,
Blanche Olson.

MEMBERS
.Tessie Arms,
Dorothy Barrett,
Estelle Barrett,
Ada Beveridge,
Grace Bock,
Kittie Buckland,
Nell Buckland,
Ina Cates,
Louie Chilson,
Bess Clark,
Cassie Cole,
.T essemine Colonius,
Ethel Crowe,
Mary Davis,
Ruth Davis,
Tirza Dinsdale,
Inez Decker,
Marie Decker,
Mabel Dunham,
Inez Fox,
Henrietta Fuller,
Eloise Gardner,
Kate Gochnauer,
Blanche Goodenough,
Stella Goodenow,
Lillie Gilbertson,
Calla Guyles,
Isabel Harvey,
Maude Hill,
May Jenkins,
Mattie Layer,
Adele Luther,
Laura Lummis,
Mattie McMillan,

Mabel Munson,
Stella Michelstetter,
Alice Nash,
Flora Nicolls,
Isabel Peterson,
Marie Peterson,
Frances Radford,
Daisy Rogers,
Mabel Rogers,
Rose Roemer,
Ada Saecker,
Edna Saecker,
Marie Sanford,
Flora Seefeld,
Mabel Sackett,
Honor Stair,
Alice Stevens,
Jennie Stevens,
Sarah Silvester,
Pearl Smith,
Leila Thompson,
Bertha Tillotson,
Bina Tousley,
Carrie Tousley,
Millie Wambold,
Bernice Warner,
Anna Wilson,
Rhoda Wirth,
Mamie Whitman,
Mabel Wolter,
Elizabeth Wood,
Charlotte Wood,
Elsie Wunderlich,
Beatrice Zimmerman.
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I

KARNOPP.

SWITZER.
FILBEY.

MARTlN.

RJCIIARD ON.
ANDERSON.
HUTCHINSON.
WITHERBEE,

BROOKS.
PECK,

Y. M. C. A.
CABINET.
President--0. D. WITHERBEE,
Vice-President- N. B. RICHARDSON,
Rec. Sec. - W . HUTCHINSON,
Cor. Sec.- A. P. ANDERSON,
Treas - JOSEPH MARTIN.
COMMITTEE CHAIR.MEN.
Devotional- W. HUTCHINSON,
Missionary-CHAS. KARNOPP,
Membership- L. BROOKS,
Social- ARCHIE BENNETT,
Finance- JOSEPH MARTIN,
Inter Col.-A. G. MEATING,
Lake Geneva- W. HUTCHINSON,
Missionary Campaign- C. KARNOPP,
Hand Book- HERBERT PECK.
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WARNER
ATKINSON,
TOLL,

COLLIER,
SAECKER.

COLLIER.
TOUSLEY.
GROVER.
CROWE.
BARRETT .

Officers of the Y. W. C. A.
President-LILLIE GILBERTSON,
Vice-President- EFFIE COLLIER,
Secretary- GRACE POTTER,
Treasurer- BERTHA TILLOTSON,
Pianist- FLORA NICOLLS.

CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES.
Membership- EFFIE COLLIER,
Bible Study- ESTELLE BARRETT,
Finance- BERTHA TILLOTSON,
Intercollegiate- EVELYN TOLL,
Hand-book-LOUISA COLLIER,

Devotional- MARY BLOSSEY,
Social-ADA SAECKER,
Missionary- AMY APLIN,
Geneva- CARRIE TOUSLEY,
Rooms and Library-JESSIE ARMS .
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Y. M.

C. A.

and Y. W.

C. A.

"Wanted; men:
Not systems fit and wise,
Not faiths with rigid eyes,
Not wealth in mountain piles,
Not power with gracious smiles,
Not even the potent pen;
Wanted; men."

The purpose of the Y, M. and Y. W. C. A. is to systematize and promote Christian work among the students. Having in mind constantly the threefold nature
of man, it in no way conflicts with the literary or athletic organizations, but rather
seeks to aid the student and the athlete to develop character as well as brain and
muscle. The time to develop moral strength is not after one has left college and
has taken up the active pur uits of life, but rather during the years spent in school
'.where opportunities for work and growth are best. Christianity is not learned
from books alone; communion:with God and contact with men and women bring out
the more practical truths. And so the Christian organizations try to offer the best
advantages to develop a well-rounded character. The officers and committees are
kept in touch with the international committees, whose suggestions are invaluable.
For this purpose delegations are sent to the convention at Lake Geneva, annually.
The enthusiastic support from the members of the faculty, the earnestness of the
Christian students, and the visits of the international secretaries, all go to make
these organizations second in strength to none in the student body.
A prominent feature of the work is the voluntary Bible study classes conducted
by student leaders. During the past year four classes for young women have been
carried on - the total registration at the beginning of the year being sixty-five.
The courses are as follows:
First year- Character Studies and Normal Outline.
Second year-Life of Christ.
Third year- Chri t in the Old Testament.
Fourth year- The Acts and the Epistles together with Topical work on
Prayer, Holy Spirit, etc.
The classes of young men had also a large enrollme nt.
Firs t year-Life of Christ - Harmon's Outlines.
Second year- Life and Epistles of Paul -- Bosworth's Outlines.
Third year- Old Testament Characters.
Fourth year- Personal Workers' Class - using H. A. Johnston's text.
The class organized for the study of foreign missions, and led by a member of
the "Volunteer Band," has been large and enthusiastic.
The regular devotional meetings are held at 6:30 P. M . every Sunday. Many
students have been greatly blessed by these earnest, informal, direct service s For
some time before the day of prayer for colleges, and during the periods of special
evangelistic effort, noon-clay prayer meetings are held. Next in importance to
these devotional services are the annual receptions given to new student on the
first and second Friday ev e nings of the year. On the first evening the Y. W. C. A.
entertains the "new" girls, and the Y. M. C. A. the "new" boys. The famous
"walk around" takes place in the college chapel.
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Glee Club.
Members.
SECOND TENOR..

FIR.ST TENOR..

ALBERT JOHNSTONE,
OLIVER WITHER BEE,
ARCHIE HU R D,
FRANK SCHNELLER.

HARRY HEARD,
GUY GOODSELL,
PERCY HUTTON,

SECOND BASS.

FIR.ST BASS.

IRA LEE,
JOHN PENGI L LY,
HERBERT RITCHIE,
CHARLES K AR NOPP,
DELBER T LEAN.

LA VERN BROOKS,
HERBERT HARKER,
ARTHUR MEA TING,
FRED HEINEMANN,

ISABEL HARVEY I .
GRACE GUERNSEY Pianist s
Director.
Manager.

PROF. HEARD,
DELBERT LEAN,

TOUR.
Green Bay,

Peshtigo,

Marinette,

Waukesha.,
Fort Atkinson,

Milwaukee,
Lake Mills,
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Hingham,
Kenosha.,

Oshkosh.

Mandolin Club
CH AS. BR UNOVER,
Director and Solo Mandolin.
PE ARNE PEAKE,
ALICE STEVENS,
REINA W R IGHT,

SOPRANO
-

PIANIST
READER

FIRST MANDOLIN.
DAISY ROGERS,
PHIL JOHNSON,

GERTRUDE LIPPERT,
MAME WHITMAN,
HERMAN SCHOTTLER.
SECOND MANDOLIN.

ARTHUR RODERMUND,
RHODA WIRTH,

•

AND. P . ANDERSON,
LEE G R ID L E Y .

GUITARS.
WM. SCHULDES,

MRS . JESSIE WOODFORD,
DON GIFFIN.

F . G. DICKERSON,

Manage r

:;~TOUR.<[.:
Kaukauna,
Oconto,
Weyauwega,
Mosinee,

Green Bay,
Shawano,
Stevens Point,
Fond du Lac,
Waupaca.
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De Pere,

Peshtigo,

Clintonvi1le,
Grand Rapids,
Campbellsport.

Oratorical Association.
LOCAL OFFICERS.

ALICE NASH, President,

JOSEPH MARTIN, Vice-President,

ELIZABETH MOTT, Secretary,
A. H. JOHNSTONE, Treasurer.
State Secretary,
-

Inter-State Secretary,

JOSEPH 1ARTIN,
GEORGE STANSBURY.

Philalathean Bar Association.
PERCY HUTTON,

GEORGE BARBER,

ARTHUR HANSEN,

PHILLIP DENOYER,

ROBERT FILBEY,

DANIEL SULLIVAN,

ALBERT WALCH,

FRANK TOUTON,

GUY GOODSELL.

EDWARD FILBEY,
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FRATRES IN URBE.
PRESIDENT S AMUEL PLANTZ.
CHARLES S . BOYD ,

JAMES S. REEVE,
WALTER

L.

HENRY ABRAHAM.

CONKE Y,

FRA TR.ES IN UNIVER.SIT A TE.
SENIORS.
ROBERTS

0.

GEORGE F. BARBER,

BRIGHT,

GEORGE J. STANSBURY.

KARL E . STA NSBURY,

JUNIOR.S.
ALPHE US D. FAVILLE,

OLIVER WITHERBEE,

FRANK

J. SCHNELLER,

ALB E RT PHILIPSON.

DELBERT LEAN,

SOPHOMORES.
ARTHUR HANSEN ,

E UG ENE C. SMITH,
GEO . P. WHITE.

ALLEN

L.

FR.ESHMEN.
H . G u y GOODSELL,

BOYDEN,

WILL MCGILLIV RAY,

HERBERT HARKER,
H ERMAN KNUDSON.

"'}

·
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Publications.

The Lawrentian.
Business Manager, L. P. DENOYER.

Editorial Staff.
Editor-in-Chief- N. BERT RICHARDSON,
Assistant- LA VERN BROOKS,
Literary- LAURA LUMl\IIS,
Local - EFFIE COLLIER,
Hu mor- FRANCIS NASH,
Athletics-CLAUDE COLE,
Alumni- ALICE NASH.

L. U. Paper Association.
Members.
PHOENIX.

CLAUDE COLE, GEO. STANSBURY, N. BERT RICHARDSON,
ALBE R T PHILIPSON,
LA VERN BROOKS,
F R ANCIS NASH.
PHI LALA THEAN.

GEO . F. BARBER,
E. J. FILBEY,
R. P. HUTTON,
ART HUR HANSEN,

L. P. DENOYER,
ARTHUR MEA TING.

LAWREAN.

CHARLOTTE WOOD,

ALICE NASH,
F LORA NICOLLS.

LAURA LUMMIS,

ATHENA.

ELIZABETH MOTT,

E FFIE COLLIER,
EDNA GROVER.

OLA WARD,

Lawrence University Bulletin.
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY.

Edited by D r. Plantz, and devoted to the interests of
the University.
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Latest Issues of the Lawrence Press.
From the Pens of Local Celebrities.
Price List on Application.
Lovers' Guide to Courtship and Marriage. By Cadwallader E. Smith. Based on
extensive personal experience. Endorsed by the matrimonial bureau. Fine
press work.
Pinned Up.

By Ada Beveridge.

High Life at Lawrence.
Old Gags Revived.

A harrowing tale.

By Grace A. Bock.

By H. Gagger Good ell.

Table Rows I have Participated in.

Half roan.
Cheap.

By Louie Chilson.

Copies shop-worn.
Large print.

Boredom, or The Sufferings of a Superior Soul.

By R. 0. Bright.

The Penalties of Popularity.

Bound in very swagger style.

The Slums of Appleton.
Silk sewed.

By Chas. Melby.

By Parkhurst Benjamin.

Conversationalists' Guide.
In seventeen volumes.

By Martha Layer.

With maps and diagram.

Embraces every known subject,

Nimrod & Co. By Herman Knudson.
A Tale of a Decoy Duck. Only a few
choice copies to be had as nearly the entire edition was suppressed.
Sporting Life.
My Voice.

By Wm. McGillivray.

By Lavern Brooks.

Rich and Racy.

The Discomforts of Conscience.

By Lillie Gilbertson.

Lawrence Athletics as I have Managed Them.
The Importance of Richard Pengilly.

By Peter White.

Anonymous.

Treatise on the Reduction of Swelled Heads.
Complete Poker Player.

Celluloid covers.

Every phase of the subject fully treated.

By Claude D. Cole.

By N. B. Richardson.

How to Become an Acrobat. By Ethel Crowe. Tells you how to do ground and
lofty tumbling. The famous flower bed trick explained. With notes by Mr.
Roach.
Lockouts,

A tale of the Ormsby 400.

Pointers on Personal Purity.

By Isabel Harvey, Alta Olson.

By C. J. Felio.

Tourists' Guide to Ormsby Hall. By Herbert Peck, Ben Russell.
information. Every gentleman should possess a copy.
Scribner's Life.

By Stella Goodenow.

Wasting Time, or the Folly of Shaving.
On the Disciplining of Children.
How to Evade Questions.

Embossed.

Carefully compiled and strictly up-to-date.
By Delbert Lean.

Fully illustrated.

By Zelia A. Smith.

A Fragment,

Full of valuable

By D. P. Nicholson.
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TheLawrenceMatch Maker.
First Year.

No. l.

APPLETON, JANUARY 3, 1901.

TO THE PUBLIC.
In bringing this, our first issue before the pub·
lie, we feel that a word of introduction is neces·
sary in order that we may not be misjudged.
The University bas for years maintainPd a
matrimonial department wbose work bas boon
most praiseworthy. The management recently
decided that much moro efficient work could
be accomplished by having an official organ, su
have undertaken the publication of a monthly
to be known as THE LAWRENCE MATCH MAKER.
We have noticed with the deepest sorrow that
many of our class mates have met with serious
reverses in 1natrimonial affairs and we hope to
reach them through tho columns oC this paper.
Tho utmost privacy is observed in conducting
our business for the reason that courtship is instinctively a private matter. Our special lists
will be mailed upon receipt of fiCty cents, and
those getting those will receive our personal
interest.
A happy home is the greatest blessing that
man can possess . Our purpose is to found such
homes. if you aro in neecl of a loving husband
or wife let us hear from you. We can succeed
where others have failed .
TESTIMONIALS.
We give below a few of the hundreds oC unsolicited testimonials that come to us daily:
Being naturally of a r etiring disposition I experienced much trouble in my search for a life
companion. At last I decided to place my affairs in your hands. With your assistance 1
found what my heart had long yearned after,
and now have a treasure that sticketh closer
than a brother.
A. J .
For years I was unable to center my affections
on any one. The trouble seemed to be in the
quality rather than the quantity. Thanks t.o
your kind help, I have now found a mate that
fills the bill in every respect. 1 can recommend
you to all my friends.
B P.
Though going by the name of Cupid I was unable to put maidens under his magic spell until
1 put a notice in the columns of your paper.
One ad. and an introduction at your office did
the business. Cupid himself would now find it
difficult to keep pace with me.
C. C.
Co-op aud Latin occupied so much of my time
that I became aCraid I would have t.o live in
single blessedness. Affairs of the heart did not
appeal to me. My pocket book was much dearer.
Feeling the need of social development along
this Jin I appealed t.o you Cor help. My call
was not in vain, for you brought me what is now
more precious than my pocket book itself May
success attend your efforts.
E. F.
My natural beauty and attractiveness early
made me the butt of woman's affection . Not
finding ex actly what I desirPd, 1 advertised in
your paper. The resnlts that followed were
most appalling. Girls heset me on all sides and
I was compelled to change my residence for fear
one of them would pop the question. E. P. S.

Price 5 Cents

ATTENTION! MEN!
Any address in this column will be sent upon
receipt of 25 cents, or thr e for 50.
I am a jolly, good looking maiden of nineteen.
auburn hair, bluo eyes, weight 110, disposition
most lovable, prefer dancing to honso keeping .
Young gentleman of from twenty to twenty-five
will do well to correspond with me.
G. B.
A lass of thirty summers, weight 100 pounds.
height 5 Ceet 7 inches, dark hair and gray eyes,
means limited, affectionate and refined, wishes
to correspond with any gentleman oC good mora1
charact r. I mean business.
o trifler need
write.
L. C.
An educated girl of eighteen, 5 feet 9 inches
high, weight 140, with light hair and complexion
would like to correspond with an A No. l gentleman. 1 have had experience with men and have
learned t.o know and appreciate the best.
J. s.
I am nineteen, 5 feet 6 inches, weight 150, dark
hair and oyes, am an excellent musician and
good conversationalist. I am a most docile
lovable being and would make an excellent
housekeeper. Gentlemen of from twenty-five to
thirty with good character will do well to look
meup.
I. H .
SPECIAL OFFER.
Names in this column for sale, two for one
cent. or three cents a dozen.
Ladies, here's your chance. A young gentleman of twenty-three, 5 feet 9 inches, weight 145,
hair and complexion dark, desires t.o correspond
with lady of from 18 to 21 with fair intellect and
good character.
My income consists of tho
profits from a fine herd of cows and tho interest
on money taken in at the indoor class contest.
Incousisteucy will not be tolerated, as I have
had oxperionce in that line.
J. B.
I am a polished young gentleman and wooer
of 26 with black hair, gray eyes and a dark
complezion, height 5 feet, who desires to correspond with an attractive young lady of means.
I am a Methodist minister without means, but
with unlimited possibilities. Answer at once as
1 am in great demand.
R. P.
Words cannot do me justice. I have a good
intellect and strong character. For further particulars write for picture and catalogue enclos·
ing fifty cents to cover postage. Don't miss
this oppootunity. The picture alone ,vould form
a valuable addition t.o any side show.
H. H.
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LAWR.ENCE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Association
Officers.
President-ALPHEUS FA VILLE '02.
Vice-Pres.-ARTHUR W. HANSEN '03.
Sec. - JOSEPH G. BRANT '03.
Treas.- ROBERT N. FILBEY '03.

Foot Ball Department.
Manager-ALPHEUS FA VILLE '02.
Captain-FRANK J. SCHNELLER '02.

Base Ball Department.
Manager- FRANK J. SCHNELLER '02.
Captain-CHARLES COLE '03.

Field and Track Department.
Manager- FRANCIS J. NASH '04.
Field Captain- CADDY SMITH '03.
Track Captain-ARCHIE E. BENNETT '02.

Board of Control.
Alpheus Faville,
Robert N. Filbey,
Arthur W. Hansen,
Chas. W. Treat,
Joseph G. Brant,
Archie E. Bennett,
Frank Schneller.
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Varsity Field and Track Team, 1900.
E. C . SMITH .

Fie ld C a ptain,
T rack C a p tain,

-

-

F. J . SCHNELLER.

Man a ger,

BABCOCK,
DU CRAY,
GRANT,
GOCHNAUER,
HALL,
HANSEN,
HEINEMANN,
HOLSTEIN,
KARNOPP,
KNEELAND,
LAIRD, McGAHA,
MELBY,
SELK,
SMITH, STANSBURY,
TAYLOR,
WESCOTT,
WILSON,

R.. L. GRANT.

440 Yard Run and Low Hurdles.
440 and 880 Yard Runs.
Jumps, Dashes and High Hurdles.
Discus Throw.
Dashes.
Distance Runs.
Pole Vault and High Jump.
Hammer Throw.
Hammer and Discus Throw.
Bicycle Races.
High and Low Hurdles.
Dashes and Jumps.
Bicycle Races.
High and Low Hurdles.
Pole Vault and Discus.
Shot Put.
Bicycle.
Weights.
440 and 880 Yard Runs.
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Places Won in Regular Meets.
BE LOIT MEET .

RIPON MEET.

--------------- --BABCOCK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DU CRAY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GRANT . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HANSEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEINEMANN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HOLSTEIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KARNOPP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LAIRD .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mc GAHA .. .... . . . . .. . . .'.. . . . . . . . . . .
ME LBY.. . . .. .. .... . ... . . .. . . ......
SELI{. ..... . .. . ....... . .. . ..... .. .. .
S MITH . . ................. .... .. ... ..
STANSBURY ... . .. . ...... . ... . . ..
TAYLOR .......... . .. .... . .. . . . .. ..
W E SCOTT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WILSON ................ ... .. . .... .

--...... ,..... ..... ......
1 ......
......
1 ...... ...... ......
1
2
1
1

......
1
3
3
3
.....
2
......
1
1
1 ...... ......
1
...... . ....
1
......
......
2
......
1

.....
1
......
1
......
.....
.. . . . .
......

......
.....
......
1
......
1
2
......

2
......
......
......
......
.. ...
1

.. ...
.....
......
......
......
......

4 ...... ......
2
. ..... . . . ...
1
...... .... .
1
...... ......
1
1
. . . . . . . ..
. . .. . ...... . .... . .......
1
1
1
1
1

3
4
32
29
15
8
10
1
14

6
8
3
11
l
3
14

5

FOX RIVER VALLEY MEET AT MENASHA.
F irsts

GRANT ......... ... . ......
3
DU CRAY........... . . . .............

Seconds

Thirds

2
1

WILSON . . .. . . ......... . . ... . . ... . ... . .......

1

INTER-COLLEGIATE MEET, MILWAUKEE.
E. C. Smith , fo urth place, at 9 feet 10 inches, placing new colleg e
record.
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Fourth Annual Lawrence=Beloit Meet.
,JUNE 8.
First

Second

Third

Time or
Distance

50 yd dash ........ Hall, L ......... Merrill, B ...... McGaha, L ............. 5 2-5 sec
Discus throw ..... Hollenbeck, B .. Smith, L ....... Allen, B ........... 89 ft. 5 3-4 in
100-yd dash ....... Merrill, B ...... Hall, L ......... McGaha, L ............ 10 1-5 sec
Pole Vault ........ Smith, L ....... Heinemann, L .. Gray, B ................ 9 ft. 6 in
Half Mile Run ... Hansen, L ..... Lorentzen. B ... Wilson, L •................ 2:6 1-5
Broad Jump ..... Grant, L ....... McRae, B ....... McGaha, L .......... 21 ft. 3 in
22-yd Hurdles .... Porter, B ...... Laird, L ........ Allen, B .................. 27 sec
Hammer throw ... Holstein, L ..... Wescott, L .. . .. Karnopp, L ........... 90 ft. 2 in
220-yd dash ....... Merrill, B ... . .. Hall, L ......... McGaha, L ............ 23 4-5 sec
Mile Bicycle ...... Melby, L ....... Taylor, L ...... Beaubean, B ............ 2, 31 2-5
Shot Put ......... Merrill, B ...... Wescott, L ..... Stansbury, L ..... 34 ft. 7 1-2in
440-yd Dash ...... Merrill, B ...... Hall, L ......... Peaton , B ................ 53 sec
High Jump ....... Grant, A ...... . McRae, B ....... Heinemann, L .......... 5 ft. 6 in
120-yd Hurdle .... Porter, B ....... Laird, L .. ..... Grant, L ............. . 17 3·5 sec
Mile Run ......... Lorentzen, B.... DuCray, L ..... Herbert, B ............. 4 46 1-5
Half Mile Relay .. Beloit .......... Lawrence .. .. .............................. 1, 34

Total Score- Lawrence 76 Deloit 64.

Lawrence-Ripon Meet. May 28. 1900.
50-yd Dash ....... Hall, L ......... Grant, L ........ McGaha, L .............. 5 4-5 sec
Half Mile Run ... Hansen, L .....• Clawson, R . . .•. Wilson, L . . . . . . . . . ... ..• 2, 10 3-5
100-yd Dash ...... Hall L .......... Grant, L ........ Batty, R ................... 10 2-5
Shot Put. ........ Wescott, L ..•.. . Batty, R . . . . . .. Newcomb, R . . . . . . . . . . . 33 ft. 7 in
120-yd Hurdle . .... Laird, L ........ Selk, L ......... Batty, R . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. .... 18 2-5
Pole Vault ........ Heinemann, L .. Smith, L ........ Stewart, R ...••...... . ...•.. 9 ft
Broad Jump ...... Grant, L . . . . . . • Edwards, R ..... McGaba, L ....•...•... 21 ft. 9 in
440-yd Dash ...... Hall, L ......... Wilson, L ....... Galloway. R .• •. ••.••.• 54 3-5 sec
High Jump ....... Grant, L .....•.. Weisander, R .. Newcomb, R .•.••....•.• 5 ft. 5 in
Mile Bicycle ...... Hall, R •••.... . . Melby, L . . •• .. Thompson, R .. •••.•...••. 2, 3 3-5
Hop, Step &Jump.Grant, L. . .... Beattie, R ...•.. Newcomb, R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 ft
Hammer Throw .. Holstein, L ..... Wescott, L ...... Batty, R •.............. 90 ft. 5 in
220-yd Hurdle ... Edwards, R • • • • Laird, L ........ Batty, R ••••• .••••••• •. 29 1-5sec
Mile Run ......... Hansen, L .. .... Clawson, R ..... DuCray, L, .... ...... . ... 5, 06 3-5
Half Mile Relay .. Lawrence ...... Ripon ........ . ............................ 1:38

Total-Lawrence 92, Ripon 39.
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Athletic Records.
EVENT.

0

L. U. RECORD

HOLDER,

WORLD'S

RECORD.

HOLDER,

SO-yd Dash ......... 5 2/5
sec........... .. . Hall, 1900 .. ........ 5 1/4sec........................ Johnson
100-yd Dash ........ 10 sec . .. . .... . . .... Grant, 1900 ... ..... 9J sec . ......... . . Wefers, Rush, Mabury
220-y d Dash ........ 23 1/5
sec . . ..... . ... . . Merrill, 189S ....... 21 sec . ............ .. ... ........ Wefers
440-yd Dash ........ 53 sec ... .. ......... Babcock, 1895 .... .. 47 sec ............ ....... . .... .. .. Long
880-yard Run ...... 2:6 2/5
sec.. . . . . . .... Hansen, 1900....... 1:52} sec..................... Kilpatrick
Mile Run .. ...... . . 4:48 sec ............ Voss, 1896 ......... 4:12% .......................... George
Mile Bicycle ........ 2:31 2/5 sec.
............ Melby, 1900 ............................................. .
120-yd Hurdle ..... . 181 sec .......... ... Boyd, 1895 ......... 151 sec .. ... . ..... . ....... ... Kraenzlein
220-yd Hurdle .............. . .... ....... .................. 23 3/5
s ec.... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . Kraenzlein
High Jump .... ..... 5ft. 6 in ........... Grant, 1900 ........ 6 ft. 5 5/8
in . .. .................. Sweeney
Broad Jump . ... .. . . 21 ft. 9in .. .... .. .. Grant, 1900 ........ 24 ft. 4 1/2
in ................. Kraenzlein
Pole Vault . . .. ..... 9 ft. 10 in ... ....... Smith, 1900 .. ... ... 11 ft, 10 1/2in ................... . Clapp
Hammer Throw .... 101 ft. 9 in ......... Jolliffe, 1896 ....... 169 ft. 4 in ................... Flanagan
Shot Put. . ..... .... 35 ft. 6 in ....... .. . Wescott, 1898 ...... 47 ft ................... . ......... Gray
Discus Throw .. . . .. 89 ft. . .. ..... ...... Smith, 1900 ........ 118 ft. 9 in .... ..... .. ....... H einemann

Varsity foot Ball Team.
Captain-FRANK J. SCHNELLER,
Manager-GEO. STANSBURY,
Coaches- KENNETH BREWER and JULIAN EATON.

Center,

SORENSON

Guards,

HOLSTEIN
KARNOPP
BOYDEN
RODGERS
{ TOUTON

Tackles,

Ends,

NASH
SMITH
PECK
COLE (Ch. )

Quarter Backs,

PRIDE
COLE (Claude)
HANSEN
BEACHEL
{
SCHNELLER

Half Backs,
Full Back,

RussELL

Guard-FARMER,
Tackle-SLACK.
Half Back-SWITZER, GOCHNAUER.
End-TOMPKINS, WHITE.
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Captain-CHARLES COLE,
Manager-Frank J. SCHNELLER.
Pride, P.
Schneller, C.
Lean, 1 t B .
B. P ride, 2d B.
Bigelow, 3d B.
C. Cole, S. S.
Tompkin , L. F .
J. Cole, C. F .
Kellogg, R. F.
SUBSTITUTES-A. Gates, Smart, Beachel, Millar.

SCHEDULE OF 1900 SEASON.
Univeri;:ity of Wisconsin, 26, Lawrence 5
Appleton 7, Lawrence 9.
Oshkosh Norma l 2, Lawrence 14.
Menasha 5, L awrence 31.
Way land Academy 4, Lawrence 9.
Ka uk auna 20, Lawrence 21.
Neillsville 16, Lawrence 0.
Neillsville 11, Lawrence 9.
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L. U. Athletics, 1900.
The past year has been a notable one in athletics. Not only in contests won, but also in the
more important matter of tudent interest and
financial support.
In regard to success in contests, we had a winning base ball team and a really remarkable track
and field team. Our foot-ball squad was rich in
material beyond any we have ever had, but the
long succession of injuries necessitated so many
changes that team work was impossible, and we
lost our games because of this lack.
The growth in student interest and support
may be laid to two causes ; first, increa ed attendance, particularly of high school graduates who
come in with that enthusiasm which easily grows
into college loyalty ; second, well directed and enthusiastic support from the faculty, who have
come to see that good athletic teams are the best advertisement a school can have. Among the rest
we mention Prof. Jenkins, who bas come to us brim
full of sound athletic spirit. With these two aids
Lawrence athletics are on the up grade and their
support no longer drags so heavily on the few who
formerly managed them amid great difficulties.
The future is very bright. Next year we are to have a gymnasium
and an up-to-date coach, and will, with the continued support of the
student body and faculty, produce teams as good as the best.
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Inter-Class Pentathlon Contest.
A . L . BOYDEN, Manager.

Score.
Juniors, 1479.
Freshmen, 1455.
Seniors, 1367.
Sophomores, 1231.
Senior Preps, 1204.

Marinette-Lawrence Indoor Meet.
SCORE.

Marinette, 1025.

Lawrence, 964.

TEAMS.
JUNIOR.

BENNETT,
FAVIL L E,
LEAN,
SCHNELLER,
COLE, Mgr.
FRESHMAN.

BIGELOW,
GOODSEL L,
NASH,
ROACH,
BENJAMIN, Mgr.
LAWRENCE

Capt. SMITH,

STANSBURY,
COLE (Chas.)
HANSEN,
BABCOCK.
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FAVILLE,
LEAN .

BENNETT.
COLE,

JUNIOR INDOOR TEAM.

SCHNELLER.

ROACH.

BENJAMIN
BIGELOW.

GOODSELL.
NASH .

FRESHMAN INDOOR TEAM .

STANSBURY ,

HANSEN.

BABCOCK .

SMITH.
COLE.

LAWRENCE INDOOR TEAM .

Bobbenha Tennis Club.
L. Brooks,
F. Nash,

A. Faville,

D. Lean,

F. Harris,

A. Philipson,

B. Pride.

Observatory Tennis Club.
Rob Filbey,
R. E. Thomas,
A. W. Walch,
W. B. Young,
L. P. Denoyer,
Chas. Taylor.

Dr. S. Plantz,
Prof. Havighorst,
0. Lay,
J. Martin,
H. S. Ritchie,
C. B. Melby,
Wm. Smart.

W earers of Official ••L."
Sophornores.

Seniors.

Claude Cole,
Forrest Kellogg,
Bert Pride,
Karl Stansbury,
Ralph Thomas,
F. C. Touton,
Ralph Voss.

Charles Cole,
Arthur Hansen,
Caddy Smith.
Freshmen.

John Babcock,
Oromel Bigelow,
Allen Boyden,
Guy Goodsell.

Juniors.

Archie Bennett,
James Cole,
Delbert Lean,
Fred Heinemann,
Frank Schneller.

Preps and Specials.

Roy C. Pride,
Chas. Melby,
Ira Lee.
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OSHKOSH VS. LAWRENCE.

YALE TEAM.

LU-LA CLOB.

ADVERTISING.

PRINCETON- HARVARD TEAMS,

LITERATURE.

.

Our President's School Days.
HA VE been solicited to contribute to the ARIEL a hort history of
the college life of Dr. Samuel Plantz, particularly at Lawrence.
Honored by such a privilege, I did not ask myself if I could perform that duty and give adequate and sufficient credit to my old
room-mate and college chum. Nor did I examine my sense of
propriety to know just how much I ought to divulge of those college reminiscences. No two persons can eat, sleep, study and
hatch up college pranks together for a year without knowing something of the
good qualities as well as ·ome possible failings of each other. No doubt some
college prank could be divulged that would handicap the Doctor in his work of
discipline with some capering student now at Lawrence. So I am persuaded in my
own mind that I must cast the cloak of oblivion over many an incident that it
might be difficult for the Doctor to justify in the presence of prankish students now
in his charge.
In the winter of 1874 the writer attended Milton College, and in the mathematical class there was a little curly headed fellow the boys called Sammy. He was
smaller and younger than most of the rest of us in the clas . However, it was
marvelous how he could go to the blackboard and demonstrate a problem. Early
in his school days he was reckoned as a prodigy , not that knowledge came to him
without hard work, for he was a desperate worker. His rule was to be at his studies
late at night and early in the morning. I do not think I ever met with one who
could do with so little sleep. He possessed what might be called an agony of mind
to comprehend the subject in hand in its entirety. Like Abraham Lincoln, he was
not satisfied unless he could bound the subject on the north, east, south and west,
or put his arms around the problem and clasp his hands on the other side.
This ability to grapple with great subjects and to master great books naturally
put him in a class of college men far beyond his years, and which, no doubt, aided
in forming a character that was to fill so exalted a place in after life.
In the fall of 1877 the writer left Milton College and entered the Preparatory
class at Lawrence. The subject of this sketch remained at Milton College until he
finished hi s Junior year. In the summer of 1879 the writer spent a few days with
him in a camping party at Lake Geneva. In conversation with him it was ascertained that he was disposed to put in his senior year at some other institution.
Naturally we were not long in bringing to his attention the many advantages that
Lawrence afforded, and we heartily solicited his return with us to Appleton.
Whether our suggestions did the work or whether Divine agencies were at work in
his mind we may, perhaps never know. At any rate when the time came to return
to Appleton he was prepared to accompany us.

It was during this, his last year in the University course, that the writer became intimately acquainted with Samuel Plantz. As we have already intimated
we were room mates during this period.
We will forever feel that it was a benediction to be thus associated with one so
well disciplined in mind and heart, and with one aspiring to high and noble things.
On entering the senior class of another institution he, no doubt, was handicapped to some degree , nevertheless in one short year he made himself felt in
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Lawrence as a progressive scholar, a powerful debater and a genial wholesouled
fellow, and at the end of the year he had earned the second honors of his class.
During the year it was the privilege of the writer to see him stand up in a
Sunday evening prayer meeting and make a confession of his hope in Jesus Christ,
and from that day to the present the light has burned with no signs of diminishing.
During this same period a fellow student who was a local preacher, and wa serving a church in a neighboring city, said to him one day, "Sam go out and preach
for me next Sunday " The answer was: "I am not a preacher and have never
preached, but if you think my chapel piece on 'Genesis and Science' will do, I will
give that to the people in the morning and in the evening I can• give them a
she-bang."
It is enough to ay that Samuel went the next Sabbath and filled the pulpit to
the great delight of the people. Still the old settlers declare to this day that the
she-bang was more interesting than the chapel piece. Shortly after his graduation his home church licensed him to preach, and from that time to the present he
he has been providentially led to fill places of great responsibility and trust in the
church and educational work.
The Christian influences of Lawrence, as embodied in the lives of the Professors as they came in heart to heart touch with the students, and as practised in the
lives of the upper class men, I believe had much to do in directing the religious
tendency of Samuel Plantz in that one short year. And I am well persuaded that
those influences gave an impulse and shaping to his whole after life.
PERRY MILLAR.
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Faville can't dissect the angels,
And the prospect makes him ad.
Wright appeareth discontented,
Thinks the music very strange,
There is not a ode in Latin,
And he'd like to make a change.
High up where the great musicians
Make the walls of jasper ring,
Heaven's music's more entrancing
Now that Heard is there to sing.
Saint Cecilia is not in it
In the realm of endless day,
She is given "walking papers"
Since Miss Smith is there to play.
Angel choirs are not perfect,
So Miss Peterson confessed,
"Resonance and voice-work wanted,
Not those tones from in the chest."
But there is a slight commotion
Up there on the highest row,
Doctor Lummis says to Gabriel:
"Answer quickly, yes or no."
Then a tall and thoughtful angel
Came in seven minutes late,
Saying, "Thank you, worthy Peter,
That you did not lock the gate.
Had I been a little sooner
I have not the slightest doubt
I would lock the gates of Heaven
And keep all tardy mortals out."
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R.

10-Dr. Plantz buys a red tie and prepares to receive callers .
11-Hay-fever strikes the town, caused by the great influx of hay seeds.
12- Prof Jenkins meets tbe great L. P. Denoyer.
13- Rev. Harker invites the students to get "tied up."
Students looking for a snap, decide on Astronomy.
14 - Boys' Walk Around at the College Chapel , and girls' at Ormsby Hall.
16- Mrs. Ormsby attends chapel.
17- Foot ball squad begins practice.
20- Training table organized.
manager.
21- Annual Walk Around.

Jones, feeling the need of coin, consents to act as

Unconquered worlds discovered.

24- Dr. Goodwin speaks in chapel.
25--Meeting of the Freshman class.
Mandolin Club is organized.

Danger of election bets dwelt on.
Jones climbs nimbly from tbe window.

28-Lawrean "At Home."
Miss Michelstetter entertains serenaders and sustains the loss of a basket of
apples.
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A request for an incident of College life causes my thoughts to fly quickly
back to girlhood clays, and twenty years vanish like a dream.
I feel the old thrill of excitement, as after coasting clown John Street hill. we
look back at the engine we so narrowly missed. and wonder what would have become of the thing had we hit it.
Again it is midnight and I, a Junior, witness the planting of a Freshman tree,
while lightning flashes and thunder rolls and a stray boozy tramp frightens me so
that I fall into the hole and come near being planted instead of the tree.
Ah, well! Life is but a school with lessons both pleasant and trying; but conjure up the spirit of youth as we may, these jolly, harmless escapades can never be
enjoyed again.
Some of the incidents happening outside of the class room have brought years
of happiness to Lawrence boys and girls, and now for the story of the "Sleigh
Ride."
One charming winter day when snow fairies had transformed the bare, brown,
olcl world into a place of wondrous beauty, ·leigh bells rang merrily, and gay college lads and lassies were having a gala clay indeed. The witchery of the time
seemed to take possession of grave Hal Maynarcl,and he said dolefully to his chum,
"I wish I knew ome girl to take for a ride." "Ask Nell Bates, she is jolly," said
that gay lad, and the hint sufficed. Soon this quiet student found himself dashing
along toward Neenah with a gay little black-eyed maiden chattering and laughing
at his side, quickly thawing his reserve.
Hal was a great lover of good horses, and had chosen one so full of life and
spirits that Nell, the arrant coward, thought to herself, "If I am called upon to
hold that fiery steed, I shall simply stiffen with fright and roll out." Hardly had
this passed her mind when a roguish puff of wind seut the cap flying from her
curly head.
topping his horse quickly, Hal's eyes opened wide in astonishment
as a little figure sprang from the sleigh and flew back after the truant cap. Catching it up triumphantly, she was speeding back when, much to her chagrin, and
surely much more to his, a load of gay college girls dashed around the corner.
"A courteous knight indeed," quoth they, '·to sit in state and let his lady
trudge through the snow."
A very quiet couple
went speeding a 1on g,
knowing well the undeserved verdict passed.
under her dark lashes
She, watching from
Jax, pitied him, and yet
for the grave face to redone otherwise.
knew she could not have

needed not her pity.
And he-ah, he
just verdicts. His heart
Little cared he for unstrange new hope of
was throbbing with a
tracted by her impulsfuture happiness.
Atrealized that she could
ive. wayward ways he
the quiet 111 usic of his
give a joyful cadence to
life.
The story mu t
close. Itis long enough,
and perhaps its greatest merit is its truthfulness. The only,reason that this selfsame couple do not often enjoy sleigh rides together after these many years, is
that the only snow they ever see is on the lofty snow clad mountains round about
them.
MAY S. GUYLES.
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To the Trustees of Yale University :
Hearing that there is a vacancy in the chair of political science at
your institution, I beg leave to offer myself as a candidate for the position. I have had much experience in teaching at Lawrence, especially
in Political Economy, Trust Problems, Constitutional History and Psychology. Hoping you will con ider my application favorably
I remain, yonrs,
WALTER VERITY, PH. D.
WANTED: A position with a medicine show. Good fakir and entertainer. Salary not so much of an object as the position. None but
reliable companies need answer.
Address GEO. STANSBURY,
Late of the Kickapoo Indian Sagwa Show.
AT LIBERTY-Fir t-class high soprano, 19 years old, wants engagement with Tyrolean troupe after July 1.
Address
HENRIETTA FULLER, - - Alton Street.

To the Board of Trustees of Wells College :
I wish to apply for the vacant professor hip of mathematics at your
institution. I have recently graduated from Lawrence, where I carried
off the Smith Mathematics Prize. Have just published a work entitled
"Asymptotes Determined in Calculus by Inspection or Expansion." Excellent references as to character and ability . Hoping you will consiJer
my application,
I remain, yours,
ELSIE BoTTENSEK.
SITUATION WANTED - By a hustling, energetic, educated salesman.
Can handle groceries, barber supplies or tobacco. Latter preferred.
Can show good references. Smooth talker.
Address
CLAUDE COLE, Mory's Flat, College Avenue.
To PROF. CUMNOCK,E vanston: I have heard that you require the
services of an assistant. I can refer you to any of the teachers who
have officiated in the Elocution department of Lawrence, as to my ability. I have tutored in many branches of the course at Lawrence, and
feel confident that I will give satisfaction if you will try me.
Your sincerel y,
FORREST E. KELLOGG.
BoB BRIGHT, the celebrated pugilist, announces that after Sept. 1
he will meet any who desire to compete with him for the championship.
Terry McGovern, Dan Sullivan and Kid McCoy preferred.
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To the Board of Managers of the Home for Superannuated :
Hearing that you are in search of a suitable person to hold the position of matron of the Home, I hasten to apply for the same. Can
furnish be t of reference . Many years of experience. Awaiting a
favorable reply I remain,
Yours,
LOUISA COLLIER.
NoTlCE ! Am about to open my School of Dancing and Deportment.
All the latest society and fancy dances taught. The German a specialty.
FRANK TOUTON

Association.

To Secretary of Students' Volunteer Movement :
I understand that the mission field in the Cannibal Islands i now
practically open . I hasten to offer myself for the work. Am anxiou
to go at once. Fully prepared. Eagerly await your answer,
Yours,
GEO. BARBER.
AT LIBERTY- Ralph Vos , tne renowned reader . Reading from
Browning and Laura Jean Libbey a specialty.
Flattering pres
notices received. Managers of Lecture Bureau reply.

To t!te Business Ma11ager of the Know-it-all Business Bureau:
Knowing that you are in need of
of your establishment, would like to
perience in the work at Lawrence.
tire satisfaction,

a very capable per on at the head
apply for the position. Long exPerfectly confident of giving enYours truly,
Guy CRUMP.

WANTED-Monologue artist, with fresh, crisp jokes and side-splitting stories. If you have the drinking germ or the chasing habit don't
answer.
RALPH THOMAS, corre pond:
ATTENTION! AucTION SALE !-As I am about to renounce the
world and enter a monastery, I wish to offer my entire per onal effect
on the auction block at a great acrifice. The articles for sale are as
follows: 1 dress suit, 1 officers' uniform, 1 elegant little sword, 1 large
diamond sun-burst neck-tie pin and a large stock of assorted fancy
neck ties.
ALBERT ALONZO PRIDE.
To Wm. JENNINGS BRYAN :- I hear that you are in need of stump
speakers for the campaign of 1904. Would like to tump Little Chute
and vicinity. Am a red-hot Democrat. Fluent talker. Await favorable reply.
Yours,
DAN SULLIVAN.
LADIES WANTED-To sell my famous remedie and complexion
beautifier; quick sellers; big money. Sample outfits C. 0. D. Allow
inspection.
ALICE NASH, Room 14, Ormsby Hall.
To MANAGER OF THE AUDITORIUM, CHICAGo:- Hearing that youse
want a boy to run your elivater, I rite and ask you for the job. I need
cash bad, so help me out.
Yours truly,
"DUMB-BELL" DICK PENGILLY.
When you are in need of money, call at the Lawrence Loan Office,
third floor, main building. It makes no difference how large or small
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the amount required, or what the article you wish to pledge. You can
do better here than elsewhere. Exceptionally liberal loans to the profession. All pledges kept one year. Established 1880.
L. P. DENOYER, President.

To Marshal Field & Co., Chicago :
In answer to your advertisement in the Inter Ocean, wanting a
cloak model, I hasten to reply. Pleasing per onality. Engaging manners. Sure to suit. Enclosed please find full length photo. Anxiously
waiting an answer I remain,
Yours respectfully, EDNA GROVER.

To !he Editor of the "Police Gazette:"
Having had much experience in writing articles for various newspapers, including the Appleton Post, Chilton News, and Menasha
Breeze, I believe myself competent to write for your paper. My specialty is writing up smal1 pox scares, divorce case and suicides. Hoping
you will give me a trial, I remain,
Yours,
KARL STANSBURY.
APPRENTICES WANTED-To learn hair dressing in all its branches.
ELIZABETH WOOD,

Manager

To the Editor of '' Town Topics : "
I have been informed that there is a vacancy on your staff, made by
the resignation of the editor of your society column. I wi h to apply
for the same. Social position insures entre to The Four Hundred.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Your truly,
FRANK PEDLEY.
THE Woon-MOTT BOARDING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS-Prepares for Lawrence. Modeled on Ormsby plan. Cui ine unexcelled- no hash or
prune . Term opens Sept. 11. Write for catalogue.
CHARLOTTE Woon, l. Principals.
ELIZABETH MOTT,
ENGAGEMENT WANTED !-E. J. Filbey, acrobat and slack wire performer; A No. 1 buck dancer; versatile all round performer. Wire or
write at once.
E. J. FILBEY, Co-op, Lawrence U .
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A STUDY IN BOTANY.
PRING has come, we know the symptoms,
Not as poets sang of old,
Birds and leaves and flower and sunshine,
Dissipating Winter's cold.
But the fact has been announced here
By the whispering in the hall,
By the singing and the shouting
Causing Prof. Treat' wrathful cowl.
But the symptom most apparent,
ls the verdant growth we see
Decorating steps and sidewalks,
Springing from affinity.
'Ti a double blossomed product,
Growing better in the shade
Of the trees down by the river
With the sun hine over head.
Flourishing upon the river,
Stronge, too by night than day,
For the moonlight's wondrous helpful
To its growth, the students say.
When it takes root very firmly
It choke out such things as work ;
And the odor of the blossom
Make one much inclined to shirk.
But it dies when June is over,
Only rarely do we hear
Of one which survive the winter
And can blossom all the year.
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1-Wescott stabs in Geology
class!! !
2-Babcock's horse takes the
town by storm.
3- C o n f e r e n c e o p e n s.
Preachers put in an appearance. Lesson drop

50 %.

Smith puts the horse
through its paces.
3-5- Chapel exercises conducted by D.D.'s. Ph.D.'s,
etc.
4-1:30 p. m. Dr. Plantz appears for 11:40 classes
Babcock takes a short
spin (2 p. m. to 12 m.)
5- Lean enters the "Turfmen's Association "
6 - Stevens Point warriors
avenge last year's defeat.
8- Conference closes.
Prof. Merica speaks at
the armory. Bertie condescends to carry a torch.
9- Lessons go up 150 %Felio returns to Lawrence.
Flutter in society circles.
11-Bab' s horse jumps it job
and leaves for pleasanter
climes.
12- Athcna "At Home."
13- 0h me, Oh my! Lawrence
can lick Menasha (???)
1

MissKidtakestoherbigh
chair.

16- 0nnsby Hall infants have
a spread at Clifton. Johnstone attempts to capture
a few chickens.
17-Astronomy class begins
to appreciate its "snap."
19-Philal-Atbena joint meeting.
20-Phoenix
- Lawrean joint
meeting.
Beloit line plungers score
another victory .
26-Phrenix- Lawrean reception.
27- Et, tu ! Oshkosh.
31-Dr. Plantz entertains the
students.
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A Junior Episode.
When the editor of the Ariel asked me for a short contribution to
the Annual, coupled with the awful suggestion that it should be funny,
I was greatly exercised between my desire to comply with the reque t of
a friend and the stubborn fact that I am not a humorist, unless it be of
that unconscious variety which Tammas describes in "A Window in
Thrums."
''A humorist would often no ken 'at he was ane if it wasna by the
wy be maks other fowk lauch. A body canna be expeckit baith to mak
the joke and to see 't. Na, that would be doin' twa fowks' wark."
I was bewailing my hard fate to two of my friends, and confessing
that, although I am not too English to see a joke, yet I never perpetrated one in my life. Both of the ladies immediately placed at my
disposal all of their jokes, new and old, original as well as tho e bor'rowed from the ancient Greeks and the funny column of the daily
paper. While I was overwhelmed by the munificence of this offer, I
could not see exactly its relation to the affairs of Lawrence, since one of
of them belonged to Ripon College and the other to the State University.
While meditating upon which horn of the dilemma to impale myself, I spent an afternoon in the attic-one of those visits preliminary
to the annual libation poured out to the Lares and Penates-and I ca t
my eye upon a box which has been on my conscience for many years.
I have opened it a number of times, but I never got farther down than
the top layer. I did not have to go far before I came upon a souvenir
of my own Junior year at Lawrence, which probably has more of the
flavor of my college days than anything which I could call up out of,
what begins to be, I grieve to say, the misty past.
It would be superfluou to state to any of my college mates that
the "Helene" of the note is at present the dignified Mrs. Helen H.
Drew, but to me still the Nell Hayward of blessed memory, the aider,
abettor and fellow-conspirator in all of my college mi demeanors.
EXHIBIT ION.
The shades of night were falling fast,
When through the city streets there passed
A maid who bore, through snow and ice,
A banner with the grim device,
"· Exhibition.''
Her brow was sad, her hands were cold,
Her eyes in fervent frenzy rolled.
But still she cried in thunder tone,
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(Between a war-whoop and a groan) .
"Exhibition."
"Try not to write," a Freshie said.
"You'll surely spoil your pretty head."
She looked in wonderment and sighed,
But still that ringing voice replied.
"Exhibition."
"Beware the trials of the pen.
Beware mock-scheme committee men,"
This was the Sophie's last good-night;
A voice replied far up in height,
"Exhibition."
"Oh, stay!" a Senior said, "and rest
Thy weary head upon this breast."
But still replied that voice sublime,
"Don't ask me, sir; I haven't time."
"Exhibit ion."
Next morn they found her very dead,
A quire of paper neath her head;
Her hand of ice was daubed with ink,
Her brow was knit as if to think,
''Exhibition."
And would you know whereof she died ?
Behold the banner by her side
Still clasped within that hand of ice,
The banner with the grim device,
"Exhibition ."
The moral of this mournful tale,
To see, my friend, you cannot fail.
If through your mind it doesn't pass,
Just ask me at the Junior class
"Exhibition."
Room G, March 8, 1876.

My dear Helene:-Behold in the enclosed t r agic lines the sympathy
which I so deeply felt, but so poorly expressed last night. I am making my banner, at least in imagination. "Empfan gen Sie es zum zweitenmale, das Unter pfand mein e T reue-" (See Minna von Barnhelm. )
- Franciska.
FANNY KENNISH EARL.

1

ARE

THESE

YOURS?
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CORNERS IN ORMSBY HALL.

At Fontenoy.
0 bravely from corselet and lance
Flashed the challenging sunbeams that day,
When the hosts of the Marshal of France
Marched down to the siege of Tournay !
And goodly the sight where they stood,
Foot and horse, upon Fontenoy's height,
With their left on the rim of the wood
And the far-flowing Scheldt to the right!
Neck to neck, waiting Cumberland's charge,
Loomed the cavalry moveless and stark,
Like a wall on the battle-flood's marge,And lo ! the boy-ensign St. Marc,
With the blossom of youth on his face,
And the truth of his soul in his glance,
Arrow-straight 'mid the graybeards had place,
Holding fast the tri-color of France !
But his brow 'neath the helmet of brass(Like a white lily touched by the dew
Soft and cool in the lap of the grass ) Kept a secret that none other knewThe seal by his mother's kiss set
To her charge ere he lifted the reins;
"Never flinch ! Guard the flag ! Nor forget
The blood of your sires in your veins !"
Plunging down through the rugged ravine,
Swelling up the long slope like the tide,With fixed bayonets hungry and keen,
Come Britain's and Hanover's pride !
A thunder-shock splinters the air,
Up rises the mist of the fray!
Now, Saxe and King Louis, beware,
For your veteran troopers give way !
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But a moment! Unconquered, again
They form in the face of the foe,
And, splashed with the blood of the slain,
Regain their lost ground at a blow!
But who, in the battle-smoke dark
Awaits them unharmed and alone?
'Tis he-the young ensign St. Marc,
Like a boy-Centaur carven in stone !
"Vive! vive!" Hark the tempest of cheers!
The grim soldier thrills like a girl !
They clasp him with laughter and tear ,
About him his colors they furl,"To the King ! " the proud voices aspire !
"Flame struck by so noble a park"Thus Louis-"e'en corpses might fire!
Salute the Lieutenant St. Marc! "
To the boy's quickened ear came the cries
Of victory wrung from defeat,
As backward the driven allies
Rolled down in an ebb of retreat,
But-cool as the dark of the grass,
And soft a the fall of the dewHis brow 'neath the helmet of brass
Kept the secret that none other knew.
-MARY
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A. P.

STANSBURY.

Extract From The Ariel, 1932.
Since elaborate preparations are being made for the reunion of the
famous class of 1902, it may be of interest to learn that some documents were discovered while tearing down old Univer ity Hall last
autumn relating to thi famous class.
A member of this ARIEL staff while looking through the debris,
found a piece of paper, yellow with age, on one side of which was a
Latin exercise signed Paul R. Benjamin, student ( ?), and dated Feb. 12,
1901, while on the other side was a jingle, having reference to Oliver D.
Witherbee, now well known as one of the mo t eloquent of the Methodist divines.
Thinking that more treasures might be found, a search was begun,
and the result was far beyond our expectations. Scraps of paper, some
with whole poems, and some merely a few lines of verse, were brought
to light; but only those referring to the class of 1902 are chosen for
publication.
Being written by fellow students, they give us a better idea of the
characters of these men and women when they were young, than do
any of their biographies written in recent years.
Oh Andy, Andy, fine and dandy,
We fear your scathing tongue.
We like you well,
But sad to tell,
By you we've all been stung.

Judge

Andrew P. Anderson o.f the U. S.
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upreme Bench.

A sombre smile,
A stately way,
A serious mien
(He's never gay;}
Where'er he's seen
The people say :
"That's Harris."

There was a lad named Heinemann,
The talk of all the town ;
The bold and brazen front he wore
Had won him much renown.
But, Freddie, let us tell you now,
Your front is rather thin;
For all the folks can look right through
And see the sham within.

Who's this I see?
Why Stella B.
And who is she?
Oh don't ask me.
She acts very queerly, we cannot tell you how,
We hope that she '11 improve with age,
Although she's not bad now.
This is dear Archibald Bennett.
The Lord of the roost is he.
The Faculty love him quite dearly,
For he's wily as wily can be.
He's known for his foot ball and track work,
And fame to his school he will bring.
o here's to old Archibald Bennett,
His praises we heartily sing.
B is for Beveridge, the girl who ne'er crams.
She's famed for her brilliance in passing exams.
C stands for Cole, a diminutive chap,
Who always is willing to mix in a scrap.
D stands for Del
At tennis he's*
There was a sweet maiden named Bess,
Who never was known to transgress.
Her four-dollar smile
Which she wore all the while
Would light up a vast wilderness.+
Oh list to the tale of Alph Faville, renowned and admired by all people.
'Tis meet we should sing of his talents, and publish them wide through the country.
We'll sing of his intellect, keen as the edge of a well sharpened razor;
We'll sing of those muscles and si n ews, the pride of his class in the contest;
But alas! like most fabulous heroes, his heart is the weakest spot in him,
Pretty Kittie,
Sharp and witty,
How can you be so mean?
You tell the truth in such a way
We see ourselves as seen .:j:
0, Witherbee, would-be divine,
Ju t now you're reckoned a friend of mine,
But if, when you rise prepared to speak
You'll separate from that painful squeak,
Your influence would be more felt,
Your sermons would more quickly melt.
*Ms. is torn here. We regret that only this fragment of a class alphabet has been preserved.
tThis probably refers to Elizabeth Clark, now President of the Wisconsin Carrio Nation League.
tThis is rather obscure, hut probably refers to Miss Katherine Gochnauer, for many years school
teacher and leader of fashionable society in Hopkins Centre.
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There was a young fellow named Jones,
Who howled in the loudest of tones;
He thought he could sing,
But the poor deceived thing
Caused us all to collapse with faint moans.
A sassy con-shooter named Lean
Would come late to class to be mean,
And the class would all roar
As he broke through the door,
"You're the worst interrupter e'er seen."
If you ask us who is Merrill,
Who the man they all call Mollie,
You will hear a mighty chorus,Every one will shout in answer,He's the man that rnakes the music
Tempting sinful feet toward evil,
Leading many into trouble.
He's the man that draws the pictures
Much admired by all true artists.
He's an artist and a genius
With his pen and with his fingers.

Flora was a Junior,
Flora was a girl,
Flora's hair and nose were always
Beautifully in curl.
Flora was a squelcher,
So the boys all say,
And Flora never missed a chance
To say her little say.*

Macinnis was an Irishman.
A sailor too was he,
And when a young and wicked man
He sailed the briny sea.
But now that he ha got his growth,
And wife and children too,
He is a seeker after truth,
And he knows what is true.

Miss Olson is a fairy,
Miss 01 on is a sprite,
Miss Olson is a girl I know.
Who clearly is all right .
And if you chance to meet her,
E'en if you're green and new,
Just give her your best Sunday mile,
And she'll smile back at you.
Albert Alonzo Philipson,
A wonderful man is he,
And in his own estimation
A genius he's sure to be.
When we're old and gray and wrinkled,
We'll all be proud to tell
Of the little Albert Alonzo,
Whom we once knew so well.i·
She deals with dangerous, deadly drugs,
Does Isabel,
She puts her potions under plugs,
Does Isabel.
She seems supremely satisfied
With awful odors multiplied,
The worse they are, the greater pride
Has Isabell
*This jingle bas reference to Miss Florence Nicolls, at present a successful missionary to the Sultan
of Sulu. This characterization dimly foreshadows the stern pioneer in the wilds of Suludom.
tHow true this is,
tProfessor Isabella Amanda Comelia Peterson. Ph.D .. Ar . B., P. D. Q., author of "A Discussion
of the Electrolization of the Microcosmic Animal Life Found in Ormsby Hall Butter."
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You perch yourself on a lofty perch
You pillar of the school and church,
l>ear Richardson.
You are the i.:-od whom we adore,
Bnt thank the gods there are no more
Like Richardson.
There is a. goodly youth in school,
Frank Schneller is his name.
He's captain of the foot ball team
And well he plays the game.
He fearcth neither man nor beast,
He's reckoned very smart,
But Cupid find an easy mark
In his too tender heart.

She's the better half of a college pair,
By one she's reckoned passing fair.
She has a voice beyond compare,
Has Ada S.
She sings and warbles all the day,
She always meets a man half way,
And never fails to have her say,
Dear Ada S.

Max Schoetz, they say, is a brainy youth,
With a very pleasant way,
But how he can live in Menasha-town
Is more than we can say .
Menasha is a measly town.
Of that there is no doubt,
And should we make another map,
We'dleave Menasha out.
There's a prim little, proper little, queer old maid,
Although her glance is most severe, you need not be afraid,
She will not bite,
Nor scratch,
Nor fight,
For at uch things Miss Tillotson is always much dismayed.
As good a little school-ma'am
As ever you have seen,
And though she's been a Normalite,
You could not call her green.
Instead we call her Tousley,
Although she's neat and clean.
TO ELSIE WUNDERLICH.

Oh, tall and stately maiden,
You fill our hearts with awe,
When we see yottr wondrous talents,
uch as few men ever saw.
Yott're a scholar and an actress,
And yon excel in each,
But you'll find your true vocation
When you begin to teach.
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2- Prosperity of the football team continues.

Whitewater finds us easy.

3- Yale plays a practice game with Harvard.
6-Yale and Princeton fight to the finish. Yale is victorious.
Straw ballot taken at College for Presidential candidates.
7- Result of the ballot announced. Felio receives two votes.
9-Crowe, Dinsdale and Co. have a basket picnic at Neenah Park.
The zoology class discovers that the clam has teeth for masticating purposes.
10- Philal-Athena reception .
12-Babcock goes home to play hired man.
Ormsby.

Bennett endeavors to fill his place at

13-Boarders at the Hall eat to music. Jones, deeming an appetizer of some kind
necessary, kindly loans his music box.
21- Dr. Cadman delivers the opening lecture of the course at the M. E. Church.
Many students seem inclined to follow Dr. Harker's advice.
22- Delegate to the State Y. M. C. A . Convention leave for Janesville.
25- Two thousand dollars raised for Lawrence.
26-Mrs. Conklin delivers a soul-harrowing chapel address.
27- Pedestrian Club takes a short trip by way of the Jun c tion.
29- Thanksgiving dinner and grand Walk Around at Ormsby.
Skating season opens.
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The Fable in Slang of the Dinky Undergraduates
Who Were Roped, Branded and Co railed
by a Minion of the Law.
With further apologies to Geo. Ade.

There was once a Bunch of
Undergraduates in a little Methodist Univer ity who were Such
ego
Hot Stuff that they were forced
to Encase themselves in Asbestos
Underclothing. These Lad were
.
just about as Nifty as the Next
They could tell the difference betweenTwo Step and Waltz
music, and they knew that the
Rule is Third hand High in
Whist. Of course they would
never make the Miss Cue of drawing to a Two Spot to complete a
Straight.
In addition to this
they were Women Charmers,
and they thought that the Fa hion Plates for the Ensuing Season were copied from their Glad
Rags. It was a Cinch that they
were alway the Favorites on every book, and generally :finished Pulled up for a Piece of the Money. In the language
of the red faced Boy who follow the Ponies, they were willing P erformers from the Drop of the Flag and were never
numbered with the Also Rans. They had taken many difficult Fences in their day and had never become Cropp rs. It
would not differentiate from exact Veracity to state right
here that one of the Bunch wa so Inordinately Indolent that
at times he wa Positively ornamental. Now these Gazebos
had moked many a quiet Pipe over uch Works of Fiction as
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Harvard Stories and Yale Yarns and they regularly peru ed
the Sunday Supplements to the Big New York & Chicago
Blanket Sheet , until their souls became imbued with the Idea
that in order to be a real Razmataz Student, a fellow must be
so full of Deviltry that if tipped slightly he would Slop Over.
In the above mentioned Works of Fiction, the man who had
in his Room the largest Collection of Barber Poles, Colored
Lithographs of fly-by-night Shows and Beer Signs wa the
highest Card in the Deck. So in order to become Dead
Ringers for the Real Thing which they had read about, they
sicked them elves on the Beer Signs. Then for many a dark
evening they had more Business than a Village Priest. When
they got about all the Signs in Town copped out and arti tically arranged among the Pipe Racks and the photographs of
Pretty Girls, they swelled up all Out of Shape and became
Contiguous to the Fact that they were certainly It. But people began to Tumble. Appleton re embled John G. Woolley's
ideal City. Not a smell of Mr. Miller's or Mr. Pabst's beautiful, artistic Advertising. When the Ambassadors of Commerce blew into Town they would take One Prolonged Rubber
and then go in and ask the Hotel Clerk if Mrs. Carrie Nation
had been up in thi Country with her little Hatchet. Finally
the Main Bull, who was a chesty old Buck with white Human
Ivy growing on his Map, got Next and Registered a Roar.
He got a pocket full of Warrant made out and then ducked
up an Alley with a Lantern to find a Willing Witness, in order
to prove Something. After playing Blood Hound for a while
he located such a one in the Person of an old Geezer of German extraction who allowed his Frau to furnish the necessary
Sauer Kraut & Wiener Wurst by taking in our Bold Bad
Bunch of Sign Swiper as Roomers. He got the Old Guy
cosily ensconced at a little table in Chauncey's Place and then
began to operate the Pump. After the German had wiped
up Five or Six and had begun on the kind that Chauncey
mixes witn the aid of Two Fingers of Santa Cruz Rum and a
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Dash of Curacoa, he began to see Pink Zebra in the Big
Mirror and was ready to swear to Any Old Thing as long
as the Wet Good held out. He held up his right Lunch
Hook unsteadily and solemnly affirmed that the Boy's Rooms
in his House were plastered so thick with Beer Signs that
you couldn't see the Pattern of the Wall Paper. Then the
Cop skated off to Frame things Up with a man who ran a
Justice Shop, and after that it was just like taking Money
from a Child. The Students were dragged up before the
Justice who frowned a few Stitches and casually remarked
that the Case could be settled out of Court if the Prisoners
would cart the Signs back to his office and go down into their
Jean for Twenty Five big, round, iron Samoleons apiece.
When the Interview was clo ed they loped down the Stairs
resembling Fourteen Cents in Pennies. Then the Bills were
ent to their respective Papa , and Bad Cases of Heart Failure and Nervous Prostration reported in Manitowoc, Neenah
and a One Night Stand called Shawano. Since then there has
been Nothing Doing .
MORAL :-The Strong Arm of the Law is generally right
There with the Goods.
PAUL R. BENJAMIN.
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TH[ LA WRENCE UNIVERSITY MEDIEVAL DORMITORY.
HEN the present crop of ripe scholars now about to graduate
were mere buds, with all their talents closely infolded and even
unsuspected, there was in force, in our college, a code (more or
less civil ) very unlike the revi ed statutes now on the books of the faculty and in the hearts of the students. According to one of those early
laws, young men from out of town, attending college, were required
to room in the ancient and solitary University Hall. At that time all
the second floor, excepting the library and the President's room, all the
third floor excepting the chapel, and a part of the fourth floor, were
used for dormitories. In an earlier age than that of which I write, each
room contained a stove, and the campus, south of the building, wa a
wood-yard, with individual wood piles scattered over a wide space. In
due time both the fires and the stoves went out, and there came in the
noisy, cracking steam pipes. There were always some fellows in the
building who would pound on the pipes when they wanted more heat.
Some kept a piece of old iron handy for the purpose of making a terrible clatter. Some of the young men had very little to make their rooms
really fit for human habitation. Two unpainted wooden chair , a small
table with unfinished basswood top, an almanac, four or five secondhand books, an aching heart, and a jackknife con tituted their study
furniture. Some of these young men, after a week's experience in a
college dormitory, wept big, bitter tears, for a night and a day, and
then, aroused to fresh endeavor, they procured a strip of carpet for the
floor, and a picture for the wall ; then, with more home-like conditions
and comforts, they moved on toward eminence and scholarly attainments. There were in those days a few who studied ome and lounged
more. Men of that kind, with weary brains and legs, and tongues that
never tired, were kept out of the rooms of the diligent by spring locks,
that were never permitted to be out of order, on the doors. According
to the code, every student must be in his room from seven o'clock A. M.
till ten every evening. At irregular intervals, a professor or the President called around to see if the rule had been forgotten. Woe be to the
fellow who had gone to the post office without permission, or what is
more likely and far more heinous, gone to call on the fair young daughter of the lady who had once known his Aunt Susan.
It was not, however, one perpetual grind in the dormitories . One
unlucky day some ardent students of biology chloroformed a cat, and
with great care, without spilling blood, took the skin off over the head;
but alas poor pussy was not dead. With returning consciousness, and
in awful misery, with her head muffled in her own natural covering,
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she lifted up her voice and expressed her wrath and her wretcbedne s.
Horrified at the gruesome sight and the suffering they had not intended
to cause, the boys aided pus 's exit out of life the best way they could.
Some rather young and mischievous lads, one night invented a
contrivance to make a terrific din on the iron plates of the tairs, while
they worked it from afar in the darkness of the upper ball. A professor who roomed in the building, and a meddlesome student, soon
started after these disturbers of the peace, who cud and bid tbemselve
like young quails, when they found they were being bunted. One suspected of being in the riot was not in bis room, but was soon found in
the bed-room of some very busy lads, under the bed with his long legs
sticking out.
A Jove-lorn teacher in one of the ward schools came all too frequently to sec the boys, often spending the night in the building. He
induced several of the students to take special study under bis direction, and then be slipped into the chapel and took a seat on the rostrum
with the faculty. The boys gave him a few gentle warnings that he
was not wanted, but he was not open to easy conviction on that point.
One day they pelted him with frogs taken from the department of biology, but it bad no salutary effect on his habits; like the lamb of story
"still he lingered near and waited patiently about." The dormitory
boys finally concocted a scheme that made a deep and lasting impression on bis obtuse mind . A the frogs had had no effect upon him they
thought he might be amphibious, so one night when, as usual, he was
in one of the rooms, high above the ground, a number of boys with
buckets of water, like an old fashioned fire brigade, lined up prepared
to waylay him. The lights were put out and he was told that he was
wanted in the basement. When he came into the ball a bucket of
water was sou ed over him; he plunged forward and more water struck
him at every jump. He fairly rolled down the tairs with the water
swashing upon him at every quick breath he drew. In the lower hall
be met a student who was not in the conspiracy, but who added to his
fright and hastened his flight. He went out the west door as though
he bad wings. How far be flew, and where he folded his pinions to
rest were matters of conjecture, but the place that had known him so
often, knew him no more forever.
The good old days have gone. They were good principally because the people who were then young had high hope and an inclination to enjoy themselves In t he better conditions of the present there
should be as much reasonable fun and more effective work.
J. . DAVIS.
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The Sophomore Class
Popular Songs .

ISABEL HARVEY- ·

She's a girl who is just one of the boys,
Is Isabel.
She is a belle.
A jolly time with a jolly crowd enjoys,
For she's a girl who is one of the boys,
"Isabel."
AMY APLIN-

A winning way, a pleasant smile,
Dressed so neat, but quite in style,
Merry chaff, your time to while
"Little Annie Rooney."

EFFIE L. COLLIER-

This world is full of maids the same as you-oo-oo.
"I Can 't Tell Why I Love You, But I Do. "
LA VERN W. BROOKS-

He might have been a chicken, sir, once upon a time,
But it was many years ago, when he was in his prime,
For the spring has all sprung out of him, he's old, he's tough and gray,
So it doesn't matter what he was, it's what he is today.
"It Doesn't Matter What You Were,
It's What You Are Today."
GRACE ATKINSON-

FRANK

She is the little girl with the golden hair,
And her complexion is just as fair .
"My Gir l with the Golden Hair."
H. Du CRAY"Put Me Off At Buffalo."

LAURA LUMMIS-

Her throat was like the swan.
"Annie Laurie."
HENRY A . WASTE-

He's got feathers in his hat,
And they soaked him one like that.
"He's Got Feathers in His Hat."
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FANNIE K. MITCHELL-

A charming Irish lady was Miss Dunn,
Was always foll of mischief, full of fun;
She's very fond of jollity,
Just as the Irish ought to be.
"Miss Dunn."
WM. A. BALGIE-

"Mah Rainbow Coon."
RHODA WIRTH-

Cast your eyes upon her frjzlets.
"Everybody Shout Fob Ma Baby.
ALBERTW. WALCH-

You don't stop this world from a-going 'round,
You would not be missed beneath the ground.
"Yott Don't Stop This World From A-Going Round."
GEORGE

P. WHITE"Every Nigger Had a Lady But Me.''

WILLIAM B. YOUNG-

" Please, Mr. Conductor, Don't Put Me Off the Train."
MABEL WOLTER-

Give welcome to the swallows.
"When the Swallows Homeward Fly."
ETHEL CROWE-

An innocent young maiden with a glance so shy.
"An Innocent Young Maid."
CHARLES COLE-

"Why Don't You Get a Lady of Your Own?
JOSEPH BRANT-

When he speaks why all is quiet,
And no one dare deny it
That an edicated coon i best of all.
"An Edicated Coon."
MILLIE W AMBOLD-

A smart and stylish girl you see
Belle of Good Society ;
Not too strict but rather free,
Yet as right as right can be.
"Ta-R a -Ra-Boom-de-ay."
JOHN J. ZIELKE-

A voice resounds like thunder peal.
"Die Wacht am Rhein."
DAISY ROGERS-

A queen in shape and size
Got diamonds in her eye
"Ma Tiger Lily."
WILL B. DANIELS-

When I review my ways
I dread impending doom,
But hark! a friendly whisper says
Flee from the wrath to come.
- Hymn.
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THEOPHIL ALBERT-

When he is walking he's hot stuff.
"'Rastus on Parade."
TIRZA DINSDALE-

But Oh! Jane, She doesn't look the same
For when she left the village she was shy,
But ala · ! and alack !
She's come back with a naughty little twinkle in her eye.
"And Her Golden Hair was Hanging Down Her Back."

B. WESCOTTHe's got that tired feeling that you hear so much about.
He's got that tired feeling that's wor ·e than grip or gout.
"That Tired Feeling."

MILTON

THE

MEMORY

M.B.W.
NOT DEAD
BUT

ARTH U R

SLEEPING

W. HANSENI'd leave my happy home for you.
For you're the nicest man I ever knew;
"I'd Leave my Happy Home for You. "

MABEL ROGERS-

I know a gal she is a perfect peach,
The one and only pebble on the beach.
"Pliny."
R. PERCY HUTTON-

"You're All Right But You Can't Ring In."
MARIE SANFORD-

Sweet Marie, come to me,
Come to me, Sweet Marie;
Not because vour face is fair love to see.
"Sweet Marie ."
ROBERT N. FILBEY-

Only a tangle of golden curls
Oh! how some poor heart's aching.
"Only a Tangle of Golden Curls."
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JOSEPH MARTIN-

I want no stars in heav'n to guide me,
I need no moon, no sun to shine.
"Beauty's Eyes.'"
ANNAL. WEBBER-

It's a hot combination, de finest in de land,
She's a dead swell lady, beat dem if you can.
"It's a Hot Combination.''
GEORGE N. LAMB-

"Mam111y's Kinky-headed Coon."
ALBERT H. JOHNSTON-

,veek days and on Sunday, never missing one day,
Tripping o'er the highway, o'er the hill and plain,
Sweethearts stroll together, matters not the weather;
So 'twill be forever, down in Lovers' Lane.
"Lovers' Lane.''
FRANCES

D.

RADFORD-

l'se proud o' my black Venus,
No coon can step between us,
Along de line dey cannot shine
Like dis high born gal o' mine.
"My Gal's a High Born Lady.''

ARTHUR MEATING-

" Just One Girl.''
JOHN

D.

BABCOCK-

When Reuben comes to town
He is sure to be done brown.
It really is quite shocking.
And the fact we should deplore ;
But it can't be helped, alas!
When the chump's as green as grass;
He'll meet the fate of hundreds
Who have gone before.
"When Reuben Comes to Town.''

EUGENE CADWALLADER SMITH-

A billing and a cooing for a very long while.
"Honey, You'se 1-Ia Lady L ove.''

CONSOLATION.

Never mind, that ' ll be all right,
Some day, mah Baby.
Never mind, that'll be all right,
Some day - -
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!-Knudson, the hunter, shoots a
few ducks while home.
S-Junior caps appear.
4- Freshmon paint the town red.
"Juniors Beware."
5-Jones wears his cap to chapel
and overcomes all opposition.
6- Freshmen spend a delightful
evening looking for a Junior
party.
7-Juuior Class takes supper at
Kaukauna. Opposition baflled.
Society imtiations. Melby the
Groat makes a wonderful dive
from the chapel gallery. Albert,
overcome by the effects of a bath,
faints.
10-Dr. Plantz. after receiving a
knockout blow in a FreshmanJunior scrap, warns classes
against fighting in the College
halls.
11-'l'urner gets a hair cut.
13-Annual mooting of the Athletic
Association.
Nash and Cole begin to cram.
14-Exams begin. Lean looks
thoughtfnl ( ! ! !)
16-Small attendance of students at
church.
-Exams close. Astronomy class
decides to look elsewhere for
soaps,
19-Students go homo for a muchneeded rest,
25-A f ow unfortunates dine at
Ormsby.

19th
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THE

ARIEL

PRIMER

With Apologies to the D enver Tribune.
THE W A LKS.

1

Behold the Cement Side Walks. It has been
raining all night.
The poor Walks are now half
Seas over. Would we not all gladly be a Cement
Side Walk ?
See the Peach trying to cross
the walk. The Water is Two Feet high. The Peach
pulls up her Skirt above Two Feet. She has blue
stockings with red Polka Dots in them. Let us all
give Three Cheers for the Poor submerged Walk.
T HE PO NY.

/

This little Book is a Pony. No, it is not like the
Pony Papa gave you last Birthday. This is a much
more useful Pony. Ask the Boy who owns it if he
rides his Pony hard. He says he only looks
at it when crowded with Work. As he says
This he Smiles. Now Children, do not ask
me Anything more about Ponies.
T H E " SPO TE."

Children, this is a real "Spote." He is so
Bad he is afraid of Himself. He once drank
two large glasses of Ginger Ale in quick succession . It did not affect his Head either. He
was still able to walk Home. If you ask him
he will blow nice Cigarette Smoke in your
Face. He is real obliging, is he not? Yes,
the Cigarette does smell as if Someone were
shoe ing a Horse. No, I cannot tell what it is
made of. Perhaps it is made of dried Horse
Hair.
CHAPE L.

Yes, my dears, this is where we all have
to go every morning. See! the Man read .
Then he Prays. Then we all sweetly sing.
Is it n ot intere ting and Instructive? Yet we
must go to Chapel. If we do not, someone
will turn off our Sun hine. I wonder if
Heaven is a continuous Chapel. I£ so, we
will all begin to lead different lives. Will we
not, dear Children ?
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STUDENTS' ROOMS.
FRATER NI'l'Y PARLORS,

A Few Lawrence Freshman Publications.
"Deals and Cuts." Hoyle improved. Nineteen ways of playing
poker. All games of chance fully explained. With illnstrations.
By IRWIN DAWLEY.
" T he Diary of a Youth; or, How it Feels to be Young." Humorously pathetic. No josh.
By ARCHIE HURD.
"Why I Smile; or, T he Art of Being Happy." Frontispiece by
the author. Very valuable.
By Ross MILLER.
"Experiences of a Great Show Man ; or, How I Did it." Hairbreadth escapes while with t he Mandolin Club. Breathlessly exciting.
By ARTHUR RODERMUND .
"How to Flunk Successfully." Invaluable to students. Several
chapters devoted to the art of stabbing and the science of bluffing.
By WILL STERNS.
"What to Do and How t o Do it." Treats fully all questions of etiqu ette and Ormsby Hall usage. Compiled from experience.
By EMORY s. TIFT.
"All the Words I Ever Said. " Short but interestin g. Large print.
By BINA TOUSLEY.

PATRONIZE OUR. ADVERTISERS.

L osT-My voice, somewh ere in Ger man class. Finder please reJ ESSIE ARMS.
t urn to Ormsby Hall.
ROOMSTo RENT-Large br eezy apartments in upper story.
LUMAN s. ROACH.
L osT-My individuality.
W . C. SMART.
WANTED-A man; steady job. Only single men n eed apply.
MABLE FIELD.
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WANTED-A good, big meal.

A large opportunity open for someGRACE POTTER.

one
WANTED-A shaving set.

HAROLD THOMPSON.

A R UMMAGE SALE - All the old jokes, cast-off puns and worn-out
stories sold for a song.
G. E. TASKER.
FOR SALE-A unique collection of antiquated wearing apparel.
JOHN w . TURNER,
FOR SALE- A book of original poems, bound in calfskin. Tell of
rides and river scenes.
EDITH WHITE.
FoR SALE-A little superfluous energy.

JOHN KEETON.

Freshman Hospital.
NAME,

DTSEASE,

SYMPTOM,

TREATMENT.

Atkinson, George .. ....... Excessive activity ........ Insomnia ................. Ten hours.
Benjamin, Paul. .......... Fondness for noise .. .... . Infantile dementia ....... Three squelch es per day.
Bennett, Grace ........ .... Bowitcbing smiles ........ Attractiveness ............ Incurable
Cbatterson, J. H .. . ....... Stray and unruly locks ... Epidermal filamental. .... The barber.
Edwards, Dora ............ Swollen oyes&beartaches. Nostalgia ................. Vacation.
Fluno, Arthur .... ..... . .. Tendency to ogling ...... Girls ...................... Matrimony.
Gilmore, George ........ .. Hilarity ................. Oversupply or spirits ..... Keeley Curo.
Goodenough, Blanche .... A tendency to rebel
against law ... .... .... St. Vitus dance .......... . Aweok of rest.
Hill, Harriot .............. Mucb to say about
nothing ..... ...... .... Abnormal development
of tongue .. ........... Threo hours per day in a
dentist's chair.
J111nes, Adalyn ............ Exclusiveness .. .... ....... Egotism .... ..... ......... Life on the river.
Michelstotter, Stella .. . .. An unnatural dislike
for frivolities .. .. ...... Premature age .... ........ The kindergarten.
Rogers, Nellie ............. Wild & hysterical looks .. Chronic fright ............ A quieting dose.
Rollins, Atbol. ...... ... ... Enlargement of head. ..... Youtb . .................... Time will cure.
Sie kman , Albert ...... .... Loudness and loss of
gentility ...... .... ..... Muckerotus . .............. Hints administered in
Slugs.
Stevens. Alice .. ........... Absent-mindedness .. .. ... Softening of the heart .... No cure.
Seidel, Hugo .............. Tenuity ................... Chronic labor ............ A diet of milk and ease.
Smith, E. P .. ......... ..... Adiposity ............. .... Chronic resting ........... Ginger.
Silvester. Sarah .......... Freezing manners .. ...... Low temperature ......... The sunny side of life.
Thompkins, 0. Scott ..... Freeness and freshness of
s peech and appearance. Exaggerated importance . 'ondensed essence of salt
Wirth, Rhoda ............. Long and solernncholy
face .................. Rigidity of facial muscles. A little smile.
Wolcott, Zoe .............. Car es only for pickles .... An arrow-pierced heart ... A change of diet and climate.
Zimmermann, Beatrice... Propensity for twittering .Gnyosis ................. .. Seclusion and study.

Freshman Statistics.
NAME,

FAVORITEEXPRESSION,

AFFECTION.

FUTURE.

Anderson, Anton .. ........ 'S Death .................. Blood . .. .................. Soldier of fortune.
Anderson, Jessie .......... Will. .................. .... Willie ............. ........ William.
Ames, Alberta ............. Well, I guess .............. To rule ................... A henpecker.
Bigelow, Oromol. ... ...... Has none ................. Has none(?) .............. To-morrow the same as
to-day.
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NAME,

FAVORITE EXPRESSION,

AFFECTION.

FUTURE.

Bennett, Fred ............. Te! he! be! ........... .... Everything................. Wandering Willie.
Blossey, Albert ............ Too violent to mention ... Sport ...................... A Tod Sloan.
Bock, Grace ............. .. Well, I guess not ......... Swains .................... Unsettled.
Boyden, Allen ............. I'll tell yon ............... Plans, schemes, intrigue•. A Pinkerton man.
Cates, Ina ................. Heard the latest ? ........ Telling tales ..... ......... An authoress.
Chilson. Louio ............ Do tell ........ ............ News .......... .. .......... A reporter.
Cole, Cassie . .............. Mercy .................... Plenty to eat and plenty
to wear ................ A well-rounded woman .
Gardner, Eloise . ......... Ob. dear .................. Lettors .................... A happy home.
Goodsell, Goy ............ Careful, boy !. ............ Himself ................... Member of a Barnstorm·
ingTroupe.
Guyles, Ualla ............. . So ? .............. ........ .. Forbiddon ploasure ....... Society flirtation.
Harker, Herbert .......... Not prepared . ............ Clothes ................... Beau Brummel.
Jenkins, May ............. ? ... ........................ Scrapes ..... .... .... ...... An advocato of woman's
rights.
Knudson, Herman ........ Too deep to be understood .................. Original resoarcb ........ . Professor of General Information.
Luther, Adele ....... ...... I should say not .......... Contrarinese ............. A Saint?
McGillivray, Will ...... .. Swears in Greek .......... Study ... .................. Member of Congress.
McCulley, Lynn ........... Jolly ...................... Her own way ... ......... Club member.
Nimits, Frances .. ........ Duty ...................... Going to church .......... A deaconess.
Ozanne, Eva . .. . .. .. ..... I know it ................. Field day sports .......... Information bureau on
athlotics.
Nash, Francis ....... ...... Gad, Zukes ............... Mathematics ............. A life of labor.
Peck, Anna ................ Pete ....................... Peanut butter ............ A dairy-maid.
Peck, Herbert ............. By the powers ............ Secluded spots .......... .. Prospects good.
Roemer, Rose ............. How swoll I. .............. To shine .................. A socioty belle.
Souther, Genevieve . ...... Grief ..................... A profession .............. A career.
Stair, Honor ...... . .. . .... Tad ......... .............. Walking .... .............. Delsarte teacher.
Stevens, Jennie ........... "She's only a bird in a
gilded cage" ......... . Serenades ..... ............ A prim a donna.
Taylor, Chas .............. I ......... ... . .. .......... Notoriety ....... ........ . Side-show freak .
Vaughan, May ............ Let's ...................... Back windows.... .. .. .. . A house breaker,
Ward, Ola . .............. .. Hurray ......... . ........ .. Excitement ............... Wait for further developments.
Wales, Clarence .......... My brethren .......... ... Doxology remarks ........ A Bishop.
Warner, Bernice .......... Sssch ! .................... Silence ................ .... Miss Smith 's ideal.
Wilson, Anna ............. Quiet. please ............. Squelching ....... ....... A librarian.
Wiggins, Holen . .......... Rats ! .................... Coiffures .................. Tonsorial artist.

Mc lNNIS,

TUE ONION EATER.
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1-Tbe lizard eater
performs bis gastronomic leats before a very select
audience with
great ( self ) applause
L a G r i p p e runs
rampant at Ormsby,
2-A small pox sign is
seen

in

Andrus's

window.
investi
gation follows. Andrus is con ven ien tly out.
s - Sopbomore exhibition.
5-Pengilly decides to

his beautiful locks.
6-Prof. Treat makes
a bid for popularity by omitting the
scripture lesson.
7-Pro(. Havighorst
begins to spring
quizes. Classes decide baby must be
cuttiug teeth.
9-17-Second series of
special meetings at
M. E. Church cond u c t e d by Rev.
Joseph Smith.
12-Rev. Smith bolds
forth at chapel.
Temperature S2 degrees No perceptible rise.
13-'The Colonial Girl'
given atthe Opera
14-M iss Peterson entertains the Junior
class.
20-Local orator teal
contest. Cole wins
first place, Richardson second and
Barber third.
21-Glce club goes to
Marinette
E. P. Smith, being
u na hie to attend
chapel, sends a dog
as substitute.
22- o school.
25- Excitemont runs
high over the coming indoor meet.
Sports aro busy,
28- Jenkins makes a
rousing speech
and urges all to
turn out to tbe
contest.

Carmina Anseris Matris.
Old Mater Hubbard
Ivit ad cupboard
Ut cani ferret a bone,
Et cum ibi venit
Id vacuum fuit
And so Miser Canis had none.
Humpty-Dumpty sedit in muro,
Humpty-Dumpty cepit casum, oh,
All regis equi, all regis men,
Couldn't conjungere eum again.
Hi diddle, diddle,
The feli et fiddle,
Vacca transilit the moon ;
Canicula ri it
Yidere tam sport,
Patella defugit cum spoon.
Mary had a parvum agnum
Com(a) alba quasi snow,
Ubique Mary ivit
Agnus certus was to go.
Mica, mica, parvum star,
How admiror quid tu are,
upra mundum up so high,
icut adamas in sky.
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HEXIE'S DOG .
TUNE-"A Hot Time."
TEP UP now and listen closely
For I'm going to tell a tale
Of H exie Fuller's puppy
And his persecuted tale.
With a can that wasn't working,
And a little piece of string
The boys just fixed that puppy
So he couldn't do a thing.

CHORUS-When you see the boys all gather round ,
Step up close for some fun will there be found ;
For when you get a dog and an old tomato can,
There'll be a warm time in college that night.
They laid him down quite gently
On the cold and chilly ground,
While about bis caudal apex
The string was tightly wound.
Then they called "Come Rastus doggie!"
And he jumped up with a wail,
For he felt something infernal
Was dogging on his trail.
With a yell of piteous anguish
He started down the road,
Heading straight for Jones' hashhouse,
He traveled with his load.
At ninety miles an hour
Went Hexie's little pet ;
He vanished round the corner,
And I guess he's going yet.
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1-Indoor Class Meet at the armory. Juniors win first place, Freshmen secoud, and Seniors third.
Tbe girls give a reception to the teams, followed by a - I-Prof. Treat roams about the college halls in search of candidates for his black list.
!\- Babcock gets a "drop" letter.
7-Black list candidates suspended for one week.
- K. Stansbury makes a remarkable recitation in Bible.
Philal-Athena joint meeting.
Lawrence receives a challenge from the Marinette Y. M. C. A. for an indoor meet, and accepts,
9- Miss Michelstctter "entertains" and loses two valuable pil1ows.
12-Chas. Cole calls on Miss Field.
13- Rev. James loads chapel exorcises and makes a short (???) speech.
Seniors take advantage of the beautiful weather and indulge in a sleigh ride.
14- Yacation for the few closes.
Middle Prep. girls have a party,
15-Phoenix-Lawrean joint meeting.
Glee Club goes to Kaukauna.
J6-Miss Field gives a fudg• party.
1n-L. M. Alexander gives $5,000 for tho gymnasium.
20- Marinotto Y. M. C. A. defeats our indoor team. Prof. Jenkins accompanies the team.
21-Prof. Jenkins leads chapel exercises and reads the morning lesson from Ecclesiastes X. "There is
an evil l have seen
22-Exams begin and the bucking season is on.
State oratorical. Ripon takes first, Beloit second, and Lawrence third.
23-Wendling lectures at the M. E. Church. Extra maids are pressed into service at Ormsby.
27- School closes for a week's vacation.
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THE BALLADE OF THE JUNIORS.
With Apologi es to th e Poe ts.
THE

NIGHT

No drum was heard - no funeral noteWithin th
sleeping town .
The simp le citizens in dreams
1ad
lain securely down.

The trees against the stormy sky
Their giant boughs clicl fret,
The wind wailed by uncannily,
Paul and his star had set.
On such a night great Caesar planned
To cross the Rubicon.
On such a night lhe Delaware
Was brav ed by Washington.
And now and then the moon peep d oul
All in a cautious waySh knew the Juniors were abroad
And thirsting for the fray.
THE ESCAPE.

··oh.

come into the garden. Bess
The black bat night if- here.
We've got the keys, the watch is set,
Ancl all the coast is clear."'

The pretty damozel leaned out
From her untroubled haven-

··Oh, are you very sure," she said"Yes. dear,

we're

twenty

seven ."

Forth l ooked the litlle. wondering moon,
And forlh stepped fair Elsie
Ancl crept a-down the creaking stair
A 11 faint and fearfully
Ancl hand in hand they fled away
And left no trace behind.
They feared the dark, they feared the
They feared the following wind.

THE

li ght,

ATHERING

Of man·s first disobedienc
It is a direful tale.
A lea! and loyal band were they
With
no such word as fail.
From
field and lawn ancl alley
They came in stealthy
gleeThe cup of sin is very sweet
When sipped in company.

The way

dark

was long-the wind came cold

Across the Oxus str eamAnd d ark the portals oped to them
With never a welcoming g leam.
\\'ith stumbl in g, l aughter and afright
They slipped wilhin. and lhen
doctor's office lights shone o'er
Fair women and brave m n.

The

THE

FEAST

The feast was spread, the l augh went round
And all was jollity;
F'or heaven lies all about us in
Our gay minority.
Man wants but tittle here belowA door forbidden-a songpair of dark eyes oppositeWith these what way is l ong?

A
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"Plain food is quite enough for
They carolled o'er and o'er,
of wi ne, a loa r of bread-

us,"

"A jug

Wha t needs

Junior

"In

There's

We're

For

''( God

we

nothing

take our

fields

a nd

ease-

to do,

else

done with studying

sa ve

There

a n1ortal mor e??

year

pastures

and

long

new.

SURPRISE AND BATTLE
you, merry gentlemen," ··

a spectral

came

And all the revelers

With fear In ,

cry,

leaped

very e y e.

up

There was a burst of thunder sound,
The bolted doors crashed in
And on the haughty enemy
rushed
\I ith sharp and horrid din.
11

Arma v irumque,

.

And

heart

every

Each ma II fought
As in the days

"sing
\\ as

I now
bold;

for his
of old.

lady's

II fe

It wasa splendid sight to see If none you loved were there,
For fruits
of war bestrewed
the floor
And was was in th•· air.
The hardiest of their foem •n took
.\ flagon, old and gray .
•\ nd like the Arab furled his flag
And softly stole away.

But watchful

soon followed

Lean

him.

The thief spake tremblingly
"By thine long beard
and glittering eye,
Now \\ herefore
stoppest
thou me?"

Then Lean heaved up his good
right arm0
There was no time to lose
And felled him down-it was the one
Discourtesy

The

enemy

ga

he

used.

ve

11 pi teous

cry-

Oh, where was Howell t hen ?
One shout
from his melodious
throat
Were worth

an hundred

men.

PEA CE

But suddenly a voice
above
The headlong charge did ringAnd N. Bert Richardson drew near
Of wrath lh,• direful spring.

Th,• t umult and the shouting died,
The cannons' closing
roar
Traile d off upon the midnight wtn,l
All through th,• shattered door.

"Silence," h,· said, and oh it sank
Like m11:-t-ie on thu Heart.
"What means this impious riotingAvaunt, abscond,
depart."

"Now, why "began the mighty man,
With fierc ely kindling ey ;
"We cannot
tell," they said, "but 'twas
A glorious
victory."

REQ U ESCAT
\\ ee,

tipped flow

modest, crimson

Oh. do

not weep

for

er,

me.

The valiant taste the cup but once'Tis sweet w hen drunk for thee.
"The pat hs of glory lead to thisI felt It would be soSix months in Prescott l Hospital,
I'm

not afraid

to go.

"\\ hen other lips and other hearts
For love nf the e shall pine.
t he n remember

Oh,

Al

The
ll

Bingen,

me,

nn th

my

love,

Hhl ne."

words grew faint-the
a sorry sight;

brav e

eyes

closed,

was

"I did

"My

my

b

st,"

he murmured

low.

native Jund. good night."

M I LDRED
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I.

McNEA L, '99.

bago.

WAS one of those rar days in June that po ts
ov r and ·ollcg stud nts nj y, that a party f
i ht, th mos t of us s niors, decided to hav a farcw 11
pi · nic. We drove to the the n famous Rob erts'R esort at
nah, and took boat f r th• "Point'' n lak Winneev r was lh old lak smooth er or th e sky mor cloudless.

Th e hours passed m rrily by and not ne of us noticed that the
dark clouds had b gun tor II up from the horizon until a gr al gu st f
wind, ac companied by big rain drops, told us that the st rm had already
b gun. Wildly clutching
ur hats, w hastily ath ered tog th r the
r mains of th f east as rapidly as possibly, and got into lh boats
There• w r two of th s , a ·h containing four peopl . One of th
bo ys in one ( the boats, d Jar cl it unsaf lo cro ss th middl o f th
lake, on in th• other that it was unsaf to v enture loon ar the hor .
f cours ach act d acco rding t his own wisdom.
It i. almost unn e· . ary to say that I was with the wis r of lh two boys, and so th•
boat in which w re th f ur wi e on es, cut gaily through the wav s,
n w sinking falh m s de p, and again rising m untain high, but oh
what fun it was!
Wh n w had disembark cl we gaved ha k anxiously aft r our
mpanions. The boat was still hugging th shore until all at n ceit capsiz d four struggling
r atur es who w re madly call in for h Ip. Methinks I hear th m yet, th ugh it is more than tw nty y ar.;, ago and
again th ]aught r that ould not b suppr ss d that night, hr aks forth
as m 111 ry re alls those dripping forms, all res u cl from an untim ly
grav .
A fann-h use happ n d lo b near the s •n of wild xcit ement,
and thither we all ha sten ed The good wif 1 r ught forth her garm nts. Sh w igh d about two hundr ed pounds and th girls w re
sl nd r, but. what matt red thal, all vanity had be en wash d away.

But alas! n of th young lacli s wh had h n ups et coul l not
get over h r grief and t rror, and b gan to xplain how it all happ n d,
bl a ming the Iaziness, th la k of common s n e, etc., le., of her srt. 'l'h partitions f th farm hous
thin; h heard cv ry
w rd· and wh n w r eturn l to A ppleton th r w erefi ve in ne carriage, and a young man at al n on th front s at of th other, gloomily taring into th night, and wishing that he hadn't b en su h a fool
as to tak a girl that c uldn't und r tand true hcroi 111 v n when. he
awit.
EDITH MITH DAVIS, Cla ss of '79.
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GGER
Some. Favorite Dishes.
TAYLOR- Young lizard with spirit sauce.
VERITY- Sass- all kinds.
SULLIVAN- Murphies a la Francaise.
PENGILLY- Small shrimp.
COLE- Layer cake with date filling.
PROF. NICHOLSON- Stewed Brachiopods with sauce of Radiolarian Ooze.
Oh, the depths of thy profundity,
Oh Trilby! Oh Trilby!
In Geology, in Geology,
Are so astonishing,
That you startle and alarm us,
From the midst of,
Right from out of
Our dopey, drowsy dreams .
Dear Walter, he
Could no-wise see
Why be
Should e'er be forced
To learn things from Prof. Havigborst.
In fact, he thought the faculty
Stood in the way of bis degree,
And sought to bold behind
His wondrous mind.
Thou ass!
Get a looking glass,
And pass
Your days till late
Scanning your shiny pate.
Phrenology will show
Bumps where they should n ot grow,
And meaning hollows scattered everywhere below!
Why is Mabel always posing,
Posing in the college hall?
Does she think that we are looking?
That she can our hearts enthrall?
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Run and tell her, Claudy boy,
For she'll want to know,
You know.
If she wants to know, you know
You'll want her to know,
And so
Run and tell her, Cupid- o.

You e hadn't ought to use such grammar, Siekman,
English haint a thing to slaughter so.
Youse oughter be a language-learned collegian,
Be correcter, Siekman, do.

Milt. Wescott he i · a bold, bad sport;
He bet his next year's pay
With the crafty Mac aad that other Jack
With the voice like the Judgment Day.
This Wescott bet on the Sophomore Class
And then felt pretty blue,
For the Soph. team flunked got badly skunked
Chewed gravel and tarred rope too.
Poor Bo bad to live on oat meal stew,
And go for many a day
Without bis smoke, which was no joke,
As he found to his dismay.
Our plunger Soph. got mad as a hare
(For it was March, you know),
As he paid his debt with the honest sweat
Of his papa's brow heigh ho!
Now, Milt, don't bet, for you may lose,
And you're not the boy that can;
Put up your mun., for when you're scun
You're a wretched also-ran.

There's ju t one girl for me,
And her name is Sweet Marie,
With her pretty face and airy graceI guess that you'll agree.
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Just because she makes those Goo-Goo eyes
Prof. Wright be flushes up in glad surprise.
She's mighty smooth, she is,
By Gee! she is "fine biz.,"
Just because she makes those Goo-Goo eyes .
Athol Rollins is a man,
Scion of bis old gent's clan,
Fierce in Greek.
He's a wonder in his mind
And you can't lose him behind ;
He's a freak.
Wears a deep rasp in bis voice
That would make mamma rejoice
Could sbe bear.
Athol's eyes are milky white
And bis calm face knows not spite
He's a dear .
Knowledge grows upon his face;
Reader, he is of the race
Of cherubims.
If to this you don't agree,
Why, you go and ask- let's seeJust ask him.
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fietion is Stranger Than Truth.
A FARCE IN ONE ACT.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE.
DEACON JAMES DAFTER.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... A Reporter of News and Other Things
ALPHONSO, a Courier ........................... .... ............ Similar to his Chief

SCENE I-Interior of a Sanctuary.
Deacon Dafter at his devotions.
Enter Alphonso.
Great news, my Lord ; six students have been su pended from your institution
of learning.
DEACON- Hence, Alphonso, disturb not my meditations. I will tend to it anon.
My religiotts dttties being completed, I will report each detail truthfully unto the
people of the land.
SCENE II-Office of Deacon Dafter.
DEACON-Now, my Alphonso, relate unto me all thou hast learned in the world
of wickedness and vice.
ALPHONSO-My Lord, six stttdents have been sttspended.
D- Alas, it pains me. But what was the cattse?
A - I know not, my Lord. Perhaps they failed in attendance at Y. M. C. A.
D- I cannot think it. Mayhap they indulged in the worldly practice of dancing.
A-It may be so, my Lord.
D - So it shall be written. And doubtless they held this dance in the college
bttilding.
A- It is probable, my Lord.
D-Mayhap one in authority was near, and can we not say that they were admonished to cease ?
A - Of a surety we can say as much, my Lord.
D- And perhaps this occurred upon a Saturday, and their revels carried them
far into Sunday.
A - Few know otherwise, my Lord.
D-And, Alphonso, they may have remained until an early hour, even five
o'clock of the morning.
A-Thus we may say, my Lord.
D - Think you not, Alphonso, that there are perhaps other evils in the school?
A- Most assuredly, my Lord.
D-Cigarettes, the bane of my existence, are retailed in this town, and beer,
which I abhor above all things, and mayhap a student may have purchased thereof.
A - It is possible, my Lord.
D- Thus shall it be written. It is a goodly tale, and shall bring unto me much
cash, wherewith I may gladden the collection-box of a Sunday.
And now, Alphonso, commit unto thy memory Proverbs 19:9; and with this
well in mind, bear this truthful message forth, send it to the great cities, and I
shall rest well content. Farewell, my Alphonso.
A- Farewell, my Lord.
Exit Alphonso.
Cttrtain.
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Set Form which Graduates and others may learn, to
give in Chapel when visiting School,
(Elaborate bow to faculty and students).
"Er-ah- as I look into your happy, earnest faces this morning and listen to
your earnest devotion , I am carried back to my own youth when I, even I, sat in
these seats amid these well known surroundings. Er- I must not talk long, a I
know you are anxious to get back to your studies. But, as I said, I am reminded
of the time when I sat here in this pleasant room when a student here."
(Interpolate stale gag to boys about the girls and a staler one to girls about the
boys; everybody will laugh out of pity.)
(Jerk out throttle, throw on the sand, grab the flying ring , and soar this-wise):
"Dear children, what counts out in the great cold world" (you have been out at
least one year, remember), "is character. Look at me; I am a great man, yet I
lea1·ned right down where you are now those habits which have made me great. I
am a startling example of what education will do for a fellow if rightly used."
(Drive like this for ten minutes 'till everybody gets restless and decides that class
is a good place after all, then quit with a s ickly smile. We'll all applaud, because
we don't want to make you feel bad.)
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O INTO a busine s hou e to-day to apply for
a po ition of any kind and you will not be
asked "What do you know?" but "what
ca11 you do ?"
Mere knowledge can be secured by consulting
a cyclopedia; mere mechanical work can be
obtained from a machine.
Knowledge is power, but the power mu t be of
such a character that it can be applied to the work
that the world wants done.
The young man who knows how to conjugate
a Greek verb, and can apply in seven different
languages for a situation, will apply in vain if he
writes a poor hand, cannot add a column of figures
rapidly and correctly, cannot make out in proper
form note , draft , bills of sale, receipts, and other
form of bu iness paper and, in short, cannot do
the duties incident to modern bu iness.

G

The Appleton School
of Busi ness
Is a Thorough Commercial S c h ool.
We teach Shorthand, Typewriting, Penmanship, Bookkeeping, Business Forms and Practice,
Commercial Law, Civil Government, Commercial
Arithmetic, Grammar, Spelling, Letter Writing,
etc. Student may enter at any time, a we give
individual instruction in each branch.
Free text books. No vacations.
Address,

BUSHEY BR OTHERS,

Appleton, Wis .
I

Lawrence
Students'

Pins

Head·
quarters.

AND

Spoons
A

SPECIALTY.

FRANK C. HYDE & CO ..

JE W E L ERS AND REFRACTING O PTICIANS.
We call your a1tention to the fact that we have all facilities for carefnlly examining
and correcting errors o f refraction. Eyes examined and a fit guaranteed.
DOUGLAS STONE B\JILDING.
APPLETON, WIS .
Prof. Treat demonstrating to Lis st11p1d Physics class : Now wLeu the machine starts,
it starts one way or tho other. Is that clear ?

Appleton Steam Laundry,
R. F. POTTS & CO .. Proprietors.
Telephone 38.

769 College Avenue,
APPLETON, WIS.

Good Work Guaranteed.

Students' Work a Specialty.
II

The Newest creations in

Why not get your

Pictures
MEN'S
WEAR Framed

Where the work wi ll
be done right?

to be found at

We a r e the peopl e who
Frame PicturesRig h t .

Matt Schmidt

Ryan's Art Store,

Progressive
Hatter.

Opposite Post Office.

A bnlliant member of the Freshman Latin Class informs us that at one time
in h is l ife Horace began to write satyrs.

A Friendly Tip.
A t Yo u r Ser vice.

When you buy your next pair of shoes, ask to be
fitted, and not for your size in our

Fashionable Foot=forrn Shoes.
In th e strenuous bustl o you cannot afford to buy tight,
pinching. nerve-destroying sboes. Many men do. \Vo
sell the right kinds , made right to fit the feet.
Ladies' widths AA to EE. Sizes up to 9's,
Men's widths A to EEE. Sizes up to 12's.

Prices $ 1.00 to $5.00.
Sole Agents

Foster's, Moore Shafer's
"The Ultra''
and many other makes.
At your service,

JOHN

R . MAR TI N.

780 College Avenue,

Appleton, Wis.

III

,

This is the store to do your
trading in

Clothing and
Furnishing Goods

t

S.
. C. Shannon,
FANCY

Lat est styles and lowest prices.
Special discounts to
students.

GROCERIES.
C)..
(:)

First Ward.

ARNOLD PEERENBOOM,

G'

748-750 College Avenue,
Appleton, Wis.
Miss Stair reports that the Clifton atmosphere is very embracing.

Drugs, Stationery, Toilet Articles and Perfumes.

C.H. BAAKE,
JOS. GR UELICH, Manager.

30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
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WE A RE ALWAYS
IN T H E LEAD
-IN-

Style,
Quality,
Prices,

Young's Hat s.

Youn g's Hats.

Men's and Boys' Clothing,
Furnishing Coods, Hats, Etc.
Everything a man or boy wears.

JOSEPH

SPITZ,

The Square Cloth ier.
T he old reliable place for students to trade .
Faville (in class meeting): I movo Miss ' icolls be mado cha irman instead or Jones.
Cole rising to point or order); Jones has not boon removed. Two can't occupy the same
office or pl ace at the same timo.
Miss Tillotson: But one's a boy and one's a girl.

We handle a Complete Line of

Stimson's
Portraits
Do their own
Talking.

Which have a
World-wide reputation.

W. L. RHODES,
812 College Aven ue.

R. P. HUTTON, Student Agent, Appleton E lectric Laundry,
8 14 Midway,

Te l eph one 87.

V

ARTISTIC PORTRAITS
-

AT THE -

ROSS

Opposite the Post Office.
A fellow-student of Miss Bock, after informing the latter that Mr. Goodsell is to escort her to the
reception, remarks: Ho's a good-sell, isn ' t he?
Miss Bock- 1 bet ho thinks I'm a damsel.

MARSTON
BROS. ,

Kandy
Kitchen

Scranton and
Pokahontas

COAL,

720 College Avenue.

Wood,Lime
and
Cement.

Home-made Cand ies,
Popular P r ices.

VI

L

... '{tbe ...

Pettibone's
Store
ls unique in the Dry Goods trade of the country. New
York Importers wonder how so fine and high class a quality
of goods can be sold up in Wisconsin. It is because we select the choice t and the n ewest, and because we have a discriminating patronage.
High class Dry Goods moderately priced.

'{tbe Pettibone-Peabody Co.

VII

AGood Dresser
Always attract

attention.

By using a little judgment the moderate-salaried man can dress attractively and look stylish and neat. Drop in and let u give you a few
pointers on Spring Suits. Just now we are showing a well a sorted
line of $9.75 Suits Each and every one guaranteed to fit and wear
well. We have tbem in Natty Blue Serges, Cassimeres and Worsteds
showing over one hundred different styles.

The Continental,
APPLETON, WIS.
Philipson: In order to be allowed to vote, the Phillipinos must read and speak
some vocal dialect .

Johnson & Schlosser,

W

J. M. Elmore,

Barber

Dealers in

COAL

Has the only Hair Lotion and
Dandruff Cure in the city.

Would like very much to keep the
patronage of the students of
Lawrence University.
Office with American Express Co.
761 College A venue.

Under Commercial Bank.

VIII

J. & M. ROSSMEISSL,
FINE

SHOES.
The fine t and most up-to-date in
Northern Wisconsin.
All the Newest tyles of the Season
Give us a call.

J. &M. ROSSMEISSL.
Physiology says that by breathing C. O the whole tone of the body is lowered.
Mr. Gilmore(io all oaroestocss) r ecites : The chiel effect of breathing C. 0, is th e lowering of
th e voice.

WHY NOT 'l'JtY

FADNER
The New Photographer.
Pictures as good as th e best, and at prices to suit. I make grouping a
specialty. Special discount given on large orders. A visit to my gallery will convince you that my portraits are all right.

842 College A v enue. A ppleton.

IX

The Most Popular Store
in the City is

Kamps &
Sack.steder's

W. S. Patterson & Co.
Plumbing

Pharmacy.

AND

Heating..

•

582 MORRISON STREET,

Try t/zem .for Stationery Supplies
APPLETON, WIS.

and Toilet Articles .

•
Prof. Havighorst: In what way did the R o man Senators gain the
good will of the people?
Martin: By erecting p ub li c baths.

G. W. JONES LUMBER GO.
WHOLESALE D EALERS IN

H ardwood

and Hemlock

Lumber,

ALSO CEDAR SHINGLES.

WE ARE ALWAYS IN THE MARKET,
To buy as w e ll as sell.
Call or write u s if interested.

821 COLLEGE A VENUE.

APPLETON. WIS.
X

HENRY SCHUETTER,
Merchant
Tailor.
Latest Styles at Lowest Prices.
Come in and be convinced .

Sat is-

faction Guaranteed.

A Special Discount Given to Faculty and Students.
587 Oneida Street.

Appleton, W is.

P r of. Nicb.-Mr. Smith (cadet), describe tbo secondary circulatory system.
Smith-You know more about it than I do, Professor.

H ave your Prescriptions
Filled at

Potts, Wood & Co.,

Little's
Pharmacy

PAST EURIZED

Milk, Cream and
Butter.

Our stock is always fresh, complete and well selected.

W holesale Milk and Cream.
Shi pping a specialty.

Little's Celebrated

Ice Cream Sodas.

APPLETON, WIS.

Try one.
Cor. College Avenue and Oneida Street
APPLETON, WIS.

XI

W. A. CLARK,
General Agent for New York Life
Insurance Co.

D R. J, T. R EEVE,

Room 14, Post B u ild ing,

DR. J, S, HEE VE,
APPLETON, WIS.

HR. H. W. ABRAH AM.

Office Hours:
Telephone. Residence, 223.
10 to 11 a. m.
· OOlce, 101- 2.
1 :SO to S :30 p. m.
ito8p . m.

Office,
Corner Oneida and Market Streets.
Telephone 47.

DR. ROHER'l' LEITH,
Oflice.
Corner College Avenue and Oooida Street.
Residence, 697 Drew Stroot.

----- --

---------- -- - -

Prof. Havighorst: A man going into a German town m ust tell who he is,
what h e does, who his pa1·ents and grand-parents WERE, and what the ir occupation is.
Tolophooe 144

GEORGE DEX 'l'E R CHAFEE, D. O.
OSTEOPA'fHIST.

S.S. Willis, M. 0. V. F. Marshall, M. 0.

772 College A venue, Appleton.

18 College Avenue,

Hours. Moo., Tues., 9 to 12 a nd Wed , 9 to 12.
· Thurs., Fri, 1 :SO to 4.
Sat.,
-·
Graduate American School of Osteopathy
under tho Founder of the Science.

Appleton , Wis.
Hours;

Hours:
1-3 :SO p . m.
7-8 p. m.

Tolophone 264.

11- 12 a. m.
1 :30-4 p. m.
7-Sp. m.

DR. T. T. BEVERIDGE,
DR. A. W. KANOUSE,
Office, over Kober's Clothing Store.
Residence, 663 D urkee Street.

Appleton, Wis.
T e lephone 269.
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LYMAN E. BARNES,

JOHN BOTTENSEK,

LAWYER.

Attorn ey-at-Law.

Appleto11 , Wi s.

Rooms

8 and 9, Odd Fellows' B lock,
Appleton, Wis.

-

---------

THOMASH. RYAN,

WHITMAN & SARAU,

LAWYER.

Attorneys-at-Law.
Rooms 4, 5, 6,

Albion Block ,
Appleton, Wis.

21 College Avenue, Appleton, Wis.

We ask the attention of Ladies and Gentlemen desiring a comfortable, good-wearing, hot weather shoe, to our line of LOW
SHOES in Patent Kid, Patent Colt, Plain Kid and all leathers that
go to make up a comfortable hot weather shoe.
Students, for your swell SUMMER FOOTWEAR come to

"The Home Trade,"
NEENAH, WIS.

R. P. HUTTON, Student Agent, Appleton Electric Laundry.
814 Midway .

Telephone 87.
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I

WALTER L. CONKEY, D. D. S.,

W. H.

D EN TIST.
Appleton,

MEEKER,
DENTIST.

Wi s.
Telephone

Over Citizen's National Bank.

144.

782 College Avenu e.

--- -----

L. H. MOORE, D .D.S.,

W. JI. C/-1/LSON,

H . LEE CJJILSON, D.D.S.
Appleton,

DENTAL PARLORS.

Wi s.

Appleton, Wis.

803 College Avenue.

818 College Avenue.

Miss Din sdale: The Zoology Class d idn't do anything w hen Pro fessor went away,
Stair: But visit with you.
Dinsdale: Except two who didn't know anything,

THIS BOOK IS AN EXAMPLE
Of th e work done by

The Post Publishing Co.,
APPLETON.
If it pleases you, let them do your work.

XIV

X\'

F. J.

Rogers,

Maker of Artistic

Photographs.
Studio 850 College Avenue.

Prof. Nich.: Mr. Lean, what is tho moaning of circumstoma ?
Lean: Circum-ronnd; stoma, stomach- round stomach.

Brain Building
Requires a reasonable amount of physical exercise.
To overcome the fatigue, resultant of close mental
application, use

THE WHIT[LY EXERCISER.
It clears the brain, invigorates the mind, and insures good health if
used every day . We would have you remember that
we carry the

Most Complete Line of Athletic Goods in the City.
See us fo r everything in Photo Supplies.

Schlafer Hardware
817-819 College Avenue.
XVI

Co.,

JULE.

ELM I ER .

WOEHLER & HEALY,

Dry Goods, Hats, Caps,
AND GENT'S FURNISHING GOODS.
Appleton, Wis.

782 College Avenue,
Go to

RLJCHHQfT BROS.,
FOR YOUR

Hardware,
784 College Avenue.

'Phone 75.

Stoves, Ranges and
Tinware.

Furnace and Job Work a Specialty.
APPLETON, WI .

Extract from R. P. Hutton's Memoirs:- Friday, March 29, L U. Glee Club gave concert in Waukesha. Twelve ladies came especially to hear me sing.

'\\'hen in Appleton don't fail lo call at

PEARSON'S,
889 College Avenue, wher you will find the best of everything in the
line f -

MUSIC AND MILLINERY.
Sohmer, Adam

Schaaf, Kroeger, t iger, inger and other Pianos.
Renowned Farrand & Votey Organs.
Latest Mu ic 25c.
All goods guaranteed.
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R. P. HUTTON, Student A gent, Appleton Electric Laundry,
814 M idway.

Telephone 87.
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Lawrence University,
Appleton, Wis.
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT with three cour es.
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT, Classical,
Iodern Classical, Scientific
Courses.
MUSICAL DEPARTMENT, Course. in Vocal and Instrumental Music
leading to the degree of B. M.
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT with shorter and longer courses.

Excellent Facilities.
UNIVERSITY HALL, recitation rooms, chapel, halls for the literary
societies.
STEPHENSON HALL OF SCIENCE, one of the best buildings for teaching science in the country. Sixty-five laboratory and lecture rooms.
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY, thoroughly equipped with transit
circle, ten inch telescope, etc.
ALEXANDER GYMNASIUM. A fine gymna ium is now being built,
which will be one of the best in the West.
ORMSBY HALL, with all modern improvements, an attractive home
for young ladies.
LIBRARY. Eighteen thousand well selected volumes.
MUSEUM. A very large collection of geological and natural history
and botanical specimens.
Art and Elocution under competent instructors.
Expenses very moderate.
Loan fund for needy students.
Superior teachers, thorough instruction.
Send for catalogue.

SAMUEL PLANTZ, President.
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